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- The WEEKLY has heard these three words mispronounced by 
_ ' _ --hi~ educators within a week or two The correct pronunciation 
is indicated as to accent. Re-so~rc-esl in-ter-est-ing, and il-lus-
trate. 
_ An irritating blunder is the use of the word illy. ,It is bad 
enough to find it in metropolitan journals like the Chicago Times, 
. but when, used by the assistant superintendent of schools of a great 
city like Chicago, it is time to speak out in meeting. There is 
no such word in ' English as illy, any more than there is such a: 
'worC:l as welly, and the great "educationalist" who says "illy-
. ' ptepared" should also say ".welly-prepared" to balance it. 
-Among the causes oJ irregularity of attendance of pupils at 
school are, 1. Inability of ~arents to procure clothing and 
"schools book for their children; 2. Need of the children's services 
to" assist in supporting the family; 3· Indifference of parents to 
their children's welfare; '4. Truancy; 5. Sick~css. 
':(he remedies are as various as the circulD~tances of every dif-
ferent community or family. A compulsory law seems to be 
quite ~perative in England. In ' certain cities of the United 
States the verY '.opposite of a compulsory law, i. e., a law of sus-
,~nsio~ for a given number of absences in a number of consecu-
tive week~, with some little rounds give,! to the parent to procure 
restoration, has had the same effect ' as a compulsory law, if not 
indc;ed a more salutary one. Personal attention and solicitude 
, by the teacher and visitation of homes to inquire about the cause 
"of absence, may have some effect 'in raising the attendance aver-
age. A system of rewards has a good inftuence in some places ; 
• Y, etc., etc,. But if the readers of the WE~KLY will permit us to 
whisper in their ears, we will di~lge the great secre~ of good atil 
tendance. , It is t~ keep a good'S(hool. 
Where great interests are at stake the worst fault in a leader is 
irresolution. "He who hesitates is lost." It is a great misfor-
'i;une particularly for a school system to have an irresolute or 
vacillating superintendent, one without a policy, or one lac}ting 
.courage to prosecute it policy once formed. Better do wrong 
than try to evade or shift responsibility. Temporizing by the 
head of an army invites immediate defeat ; irresolution and weak 
hme-serving in the head of a school or school system, calls d'awn 
from fate defeat, not so immediate, but quite as certain. Every, 
soldier feels inspired under the command of an able general; 
every child in a school or city of schools is equally energized. by 
a steady hal1d and strong will at the head. In a certain city of 
the U. S. N. A. the schools, numbering 40,000 pupils, were 
managed for years under a resolute will without the striking of a 
blow; but under a weak and double-dealing policy in the same 
city not anly was corporal punishment re-introduced, but such 
became the lawlessness of pupils that two in one month died from 
injuries received from school-mates on the school premises. Such 
was the difference between the morau under a man whom aU the 
chiidren knew, respected, and felt, and under one whose name 
even was scarcely known to the child;en, but who was recognized' 
as a person who "comes around the school once in a ireat while 
and scolds them for looking at him." 
It is worse to be weak than to be wicked. It is worse to be a 
coward than to be a villain. In government fear is a tyrant. A 
strong mind may make blunders, but a slippery policy is all blun-
ders. It may sa,ve its own wretched head for a season by wrig-
gling; but every wriggle is fraught with misery to others, anel 
ruin to the interests at stake. Weakness is an infectious corpse 
that poisons all who breathe its en'vironing atmosphere; but 
strength has the power of nature and of God; in inftuence it is 
omnipotent; in spirit it is omnipresent. 
"WHAT THEY READ." 
IN an article on the above subject in the New E".~/a"d/ourrra/ , 0/ Educah'on a vigorous and eloquent protest is entered 
against the character of the mass of periodical reading matter 
that is devoured by the youth of our country. There is no doubt 
that much of it is bad, but we are not in the mood to take the 
pessimistic and puritanical view of the subject entertained by 
our contemporary. Against obscene literature the WEEny 
would be quite as bitter as its Bay State contemporary; but a dis-
tinction should be made between what is unclean and what is 
merely sensational. We should bear in mind that all that is trashy 
is not necessarily bad, Ice cream is trashy; so is ftoating-island .; 
'so are strawberries; but are they bad? 
The law of evolution prevails in the formation of taste as in 
all the other operations of nature. In matters of taste, the sav-
age is a child; and in a civilized community childl\ood, youth, 
and adolescence go through all stages in the formation of taste 
that mankind lias experienced. So we observe in the young a 
love of the marvelous, an appetite for reading about crimes and . 
casualties, a craving for the heroic and adventurous, a taste for 
pictures of ordinary life and its probable inCidents, and an ap- \ 
preciation of narrative showing the clashing of wits, the play of 
th~ feelings, and the currents and devious windings Qf human 
thought, each IIi its proper place' and at the proper period of 
-;::! ' 
. ~ . 
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mental and esthetic development. And all this is a state of board a right to do the; same under tne. school law of the state, , . 
health, not of disease. And we have tlte temerity to say that the which in its peculiar province makes the board a coordinate 
' prpper food should be supplied for the several stages of progress, branch of the city government with the common council. If 
and that it is better for children to read trash than not read at· . the council appropriates according to the estimates of the board, 
all, and that except in phenomenal cases, reading trash for a sea· there will be no friction; but if not, what then? Is it not con: 
son or not reading at all, is the alternative. trary to the spirit of constitutional law for a body of men not 
In the matter of literature of the debatable kind the world has elected by the people to levy taxes? 
imp~oved wonderfully in the past twenty.fiveyears. The WEEKLY The probable outcome will be that the board" will be made an 
'may be mistaken, but it believes . that there is nothing now cur- elective body, at the next session of the legislature. Doubtless 
, rent so bad as the "Dick Turpin," "Sixteen· String Jack," "Ned a law will be passed in general terms creating a board consisting 
" Scarlet," "Jack Sheppard," "Claude Duval," etc., of the days of eighteen members, ~ne from each ward, the members holding 
'ot" our youth. It is true that the Day's Doings and the Police office three years, one-third going 9~t annually, the first board 
Gaselle are somewhat loud in their i1iustrations, but a certain to draw for the respective terms of the members. 
course of training,at home and in school would render their im- If such a board is elected with the aldermen and Mayor 
Probable cuts"and impossible scenes as harmless as the nude art il- April ' 1881, 0, what will D. Doty do then, poor thing! 
lustrations in Scn"bner's Monthly. To the good all things are 0, what will D. Doty do then? . 
good. The lewdness is in the atmosphere, in society, and is the 
cause. not the effect, of flashy publications. The Spartans extir-
pated immodesty by destroying modesty. And when considered 
in the proper spirit, the female form is a very inoffensive picture. 
But out of this debatable ground there is a class of papers 
. ~; that are not ol}ly harmless but useful in their province, such as 
the New York Ledger, Saturday Night, etc. They are a neces· 
sary bridge over to the appreciation of better literature. Curi-
' Qus as it"may seem there is USE; for even Sylvanus Cobb, jr. Such 
.: papers and the best novels ;trl! higher in grade as literature than 
, the pedantic journals, for the former in the construction of their 
material" demand th'e exercise of art, whereas many opinionated 
llebdomadals are made up entirely . of preaching. If our 
",:ontemporary does not believe us, let him try writing for one of 
them and he will see how. badly he wlll be snubbed. 
It is often questioned why Dickens made much more rapi,d pro-
gress than Thackeray in public favor. The reason seems to be 
. that Dickens with his more ·robust but cruder art had to educate 
the popular taste up to the reading of Thackeray. Even Scott's 
novels must be taken at a certair. age, or the taste .will be culti-
vated above them, and they are lost with their more than histo· 
rical interest and truth to the growing mind forever. 
Let the WEEKLY be not misunderstood. " Vicious literature it 
would stamp out by all means; but there is a great difference 
between the vicious aud the imaginative. Crimes and accidents 
will be reported as lOIig as they are read, and th,ey will be read 
until, by a greatly elevated standard of educatioI! and taste in the 
'masses, they lose their interest or produce disgust upon the deli-
<;ate sensibilities. The WEEKLY deprecates the low stand~rd of 
taste at present existing, but there is no u.se howling about it. 
Our contemporary, .qn the contrary, takes a flash subject on 
which to write a popular, flash article. 
, A.decision of the supreme .court of Illinois gives boards of 
education as well aSschool directors power to ievy taxes to the 
amount of two per cent ,of the assessed valuation 'on the proper-
tx for school purposes and three per c!!nt for -buildin'g purposes. 
. The corporation counsel of Chicago gives an opinion to the ef-
fect.that this city is included in the purpose of tlie above·men-
tioned decisio"n. ThIS solves the financial problem for the pres-
ent; but it presents a new and interesting one. Judge Dickey's 
, opinion; rendered some months ago, gives' the common council 
/ authority to levy taxes for schools on the grounds that "for 
; schools" is l!- c~rporate purpose, although there is no mention of 
• such power· in the city' charter: Judge Zane's opin;on gives the 
'. ,I,' 
A NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONGRESS PROPOSED. 
THIS movement seems to be gaining considera~le. strength. We have seen several favorable references to It In our ex-
changes, and it is said that an active correspondence has been , 
carried· on for several months between many of our leading edu-
cators with regard to such a meeting. Its object is the consider-
ation of some of ' the most important educational questions apart ..: 
from the excitement and haste ' that characterize the annual 
meetings of the associations. It is also P!"oposed to hold sessions 
of ten "days or two weeks and to adopt the organization and the 
methods of work of our more permanent deliberative bodies. 
For example, subjects will be brought forward in the Congress, 
n~t in the form 'of elaborate papers or windy addresses to be fol-
lowed by discursive and profitless discussions; but they will come 
up In the shape of schedules or resolutions, to be referred to ~p . 
propriate committees, considered and reported upon by them, 
'deliberately discussed, and finally acted upon by the whole body., 
It is believed that in this manner many very i~portant conclu' 
sions may 'be reached which, taken in comi.ection 'with the char-
acter of the me'n composing the Congress will command univer-
sal respect and be accepted as authoritative, as:are the decisions 
of the National Academy of Sciences in its own field of inquiry'. 
The mode of constituting the Congress as proposed is some: 
what as follows: 
I. It is to be composed of the State Superintendents of Public 
.Instruction or of Institutes designated by them. 
2. Of the Superintendents of Cities with a populatIon of 50,' 
000 or more. 
3. Of the Superinte.ndents of two or more cities joi ntly, whose 
population shall aggregate 50,000. 
, 4. Of a delegate to be appointed by each State Teachers' As-
sociation. 
5. Of twenty-five delegates at large to be selected by the Presl- ' 
dents of the National Educational"Association and the American 
Institute of Instruction acting in conjunction with the U: S. 
Commissioner of Education . . This plan will give to the Body a 
representation of not far from two hundred of the most eminent 
men of the profession, whose conclusions will be . received with 
confidence and treated with the respect to which they are en-
titled . 
. Chautauqua has bee'l proposed as a suitable place, and July 
next !'-5 the time for the assembling of the Congress. ' The Na-
tional"Educational Association will meet there, an~ it is sug-
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gested that the meeting of the Congress should occur dur-
ing the ten days or two weeks immediately preceding that of 
the Association. Among the more important topics suggested 
for deliberation are the High School question; School Supervi-
sion; the Constitution of School' Boards-their powers, duties, 
limitations of authority, and tenure of office. The Readjud-
ment of Courses of Sfudy in our public schools to correspond 
with the needs of modern life; Teachers, their qualifications, 
rights, duties, and Tenure of office; Educational Terminology 
and School.Gradation, -etc: There is no lack of subjects and 
there is an urgent need that they be more carefulIy and deliber-
ately considered and adjudicated thar. is possible with the brief 
sessions of our more popular Bodies that meet annually for only 
two or three days at a time. 
There is no doubt that such a body with such a form of organ-
ization and modus operandi can do the cause of education incal-
culable good, and we gladly second the effort with voice and pen. 
If constituted as proposed it cannot well fail to accomplish re-
sults of permanent value to the cause of American Education, 
and we venture to suggest here and now that it be made the pre· 
lude to an international Congress to meet in this country within ' 
the' coming five years. 
======= 
A BLIND BOOK-WORM. 
At the meeting of the Historical Society Professor Willard gave a very in-
, . teresting and valuable talk on the "Grounds of Historical Trustworthiness," 
which had a strong inconoc1ashc tone to it. Rollin, he said, was not worth 
- reading, and Plutarch, Suetonius, Li,,>:, and many other supposedly great au-
thors are to he read with much caution. 
There is a misleading notion that ancient historians lived near and knew a 
great deal ahout the events of which they wrote. It was not true. Livy lived 
• ' long after the times of which he wrote, and he knew less, and other ancient 
historians of that time knew less of what they wrote on than do the historians 
of this day. They wrote much from tradition. The isolation of ancient times 
- Can hardly be conceived of by the people o~ to· day, who travel everywhere, 
and have trade, and mails, and steamships, and railways, and telegraphs. 
The judicial function was hardly exercised hy any historical writer back of a 
hundred years ago. The writers were content to repeat what had been told 
before them, and often the writer's style had more to do with determining his 
place in authority than did his accuracy. 
Livy was a careless writer; he misplaced events; he was full of anachron-
isms; he misquoted; and he wrote more to be read than to tell the historical 
·truth; his stories were often pure fables; he was oblivious to the change in 
the tactics of the Ro;nans j he had' always an eye to the Roman glory; the 
story. of Horatius at the hridge was melodramatic j the bridge wal simply a 
plank on piles, made on purpose to be pulled down easily, and it was the one 
that the Romans went over when they made raids. The other story ' of the 
"putrefaction" of the rock by pouring vinegar on it was ridiculous. The 
speaker had been amused by.seeing really learned men try to explain it. The 
explanation was easy, and in two words: Livy lied. [Laughter.] "Plu· 
tarch's Lives" was simply a collection of almost worthless stories. The writer 
did not know hON to discriminate between authorities. Herodotus was much 
the same kind of an author, but he has one good quality; he always told 
when he saw a thing himself, and when it was told to him. 
Historians of a hundred years ago trusted implicitly to these historians, with-
out criticising them. Rollin wrote .his life of Cyrus hy drawing all his facts ' 
, from Xenophon's "Cyropredia," a work made up almost entirely from his own 
. imagination. Modem historians talre no writer's word until the testimony has 
been most carefully weighed.-CMcago Timts. 
" Livylied," and, "Plutarch's Lives wrur simply a collection 
of almost worthless stories," is good. Mister Fitz Ifugh, the 
congressi<?nal door· keeper, proclaimed himself "a biger ma~ than 
old Grant," but his modesty was remarkable beside that of our 
local professor who thus -mildly insinuat~ that he is a bigger man 
than old I'liltarch. "Plutarch's Lives is simply a collection of 
almost worthless stories!" 
Now, if the doctor or professor will name a more valuable 
book , in any language than Plutarch's Lives, we should like to 
have him do it. In it the whole ancient world is boiled down-
its history, its biography, its legends, its philosophy, its religion, 
its superstition, its social economy, its literature, its poetry. 
The errors of the work are self-confessed; its inaccuracies are 
the result of the absence of the art of printing at the time it was 
written; its reflections are amusing to a reader of modern ex-
perience; its premises from which correct conclusions are drawn 
are curious and comical; and yet the work is wonderful. With-
out the Bible we would still have Josephus; but what would we 
have in lieu of Plutarch? Plutarch is one of the four 'books 
which make a fair library for a thoughtful man, one willing to 
reflect, speculate, and feed on history, not one aiming to gain a 
little cheap potoriety by pointing out internal evidences of er-
ror, or mousing for improbabilities. that are merely so through 
the narrowness and egotism of the mouser. 
"Mother, I have found a grammatical error in the Bible I" 
cried the young lady just out of Vassar. "Kill it, my dear, kill 
it I" replies her practical mother. , 
"I find an anachronism in Plutarch I" cries Professor-Doctor-
Historian-Opera-Boufe Willard. Kill it, doctor dear; kill it I 
. That is, it, the anachronism, not il our darling old Plutarch. 
But seriously, should there not be a limit to this historical 
iconoclasm, espec~ally at the hands of one who is paid to teach 
what goes by the name of history? It is an open secret that stu-' 
dents at the high school have not learned much in history for 
some years past; and how could they be expected to do so when 
their teacher is occupied in proving to them that there is no such 
thing as history, when he is not engaged in making game of 
words to show that there should be no such thing as English spell-
ing? ' 
The ' basis of all knowledge is to take something for granted. 
There is no such thing as absolute truth; all truth is relative, 
since our faculties are limited. But relatively all conceptions are I 
true, true to the mind conceiving them. History, language, and 
religion are matters of growth, of evolution. In so far as religion 
is established, crystallized, enshrined in the soul, it is true religion. 
In so far as language is formed and used, it is correct, true lan-
gua,ge. In so far as spelling is established by custom and au-
thority, it is true spelling. In so far as history is consistent with 
the know!! genius of a period and warm ,with its spirit and life, it, 
is true history, even though drawn with a bold hand and rep-
resented in dashes of color, not one of which is literally accurate. 
The scene painter must dallb and splash that the spectators in 
the back row may be affected by the scenery. In this sense Plu-
tarch is true history-truer than anything Dr. Willard could ever 
dream of in his little, narrow, mousing, carping spirit. In this 
sense the Bible is true and more than true, it is the very word of 
God. 
To prepare himself for writing his "Lives,'" Plutarch went to 
bathe 10 libraries hundreds of miles from his home, and Hke' Dr. 
Lorimer, he came away saturated, overpowered, possessed Of ; 
both their letter and spirit. In that frame of mind he wrote, and 
his work is all but inspired. It is a condensation of one-third of 
,the historical. period; as interesting as a fairy tale to a 'Child, as 
profound as the speCUlations of the greatest philosopher. This 
work which makes the Ancient World live again for us, which is 
a real fulfillment of the prophet's figure of reanimating the dry 
bo~es of generations; this speaking, breathing, living work, fresh 
as the, cheek of youth, fragr~t as the zephyr of May, vigoroUs-'-
- , . 
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lhe arm of valor, keen and bright as the steel 01 Damascus ; pre-
sertting a philosophy to which modern thought is but a disorder-
ly· retreat, speaking in the terms of a mythology of which modern 
materialism is but a rude and awkward imitation, living in a re-
ligion' to which modern sects are but piebald patch-work, glow- . 
ing with a poetry of which modern rhyme is but a halting parody 
-this book, as true as nature, with its warm-blooded characters, 
as' real-more real than 'life, is what is called "a collection of al-
most worthless stories'" by this egotist of the high school. 
REVIEWS. 
A .... otated Englis" ClassiC!. Shakespeare's Julius Cresar, Shakespeare's 
. Merchant of Venice. By the Rev. Henry Hudson. Boston: Ginn & 
Heath. 
These are very excellent little volumes. To give our readers 
an idea of their contents we may say that the Metelzant of Ven-
ice coritains, in addition to t~e play, notes on the text,and criti-
car notes, an essay on 'English in Schools, the Poet's Life, and 
Hist?ry of the. Play, in which are presented the sources of the 
plot, general characteristics, outline of the story, the characters, 
Antonio, Antonio's friends, Lorenzo and Jessica, Launcelot Gobo, 
the heroine, Shylock the Jew. . 
In/ulfus Casar the setting of the play is equally handsome 
,-.; and complete. We have history of the play, date of writing, 
c '"' hjsto'cical sources, the play rightly named, the Cresar of Shakes-
~are, ,~he Cresa~ of History, the Brutus of Shakespeare, Brutus 
" ~nd CjlSsius, character of Portia, MarkAntony, the people, gen-
,'" e~a1- remarks. Following the text of the play are paragraphs on 
.'.), -tn~ funeral of Cresar, personal traits of Cresar, Cresar as a states-
" man, and Cresar as an author. ' 
•• , .J W,hile . Mr. HudsOn is not so brilliant,. versatile, a~d powerful 
~. Sc~legel, or so ingenious and philosopiclil as D. J. Snider of 
St. Louis, he is still a clear and cool thinker upon his favorite 
th~me \I-nd a pleasant and interesting guide over the fertile fields 
of $lIakes(Jearea~a. 
'Tlle Practical Arit"metic. By William J. Milne A. M. Jones Brothers & 
. Co., Philaqelphia, Cincinnati, and Chicago. ' 
- 'From the time in·which arithmetic was a collection of curious 
'puzzles down to the present, there has been a grallual .simplifica-
tlon of the subject and an adaptation of it as an art to the 
: . ' prac;tical needs of business. Permutations . and Combinations, 
)." Double 'False Position, The Golden Number and the Dominical ' 
"' Leite~, nave faded ~way like the daisies, leaving · not even a 
: rhymed problem for an epitaph, or a Quod erat' demonstrandum 
. . for,a souvenir. ~ '. . 
In. the gradual work of simplification there has been an occa-
" sionru. freak' of hobby.riCling on the part of borne arithmetical 
~' , ,]jon Quix:ote. 'The Grube f!lethod has been done, and undone', ' 
, ' . and a temporary reformatory spasm has at times distorted out of 
" , recognition some feature of arithmetical work. But neverthe-
. ' , 
" : less th~ good work has gone ~teadily on; and we 'do not know 
, ail !luthor who has exercised more ,judgment and discrimination, 
~ qr:m'~re skill and practical knowledge of tlie needs. of children 
< in the 'selection of materials, or more clearness and directness in 
the preSentation of rul~ and explanations ,than' the ', author of 
. . the:werk before. us. . 
. " ~', 1ft the' treatment of a given subje~t ,he has' the sublime gift of 
. the happy orator-he knows where to stop. He knows how to es-
- .chew ob$olete 9.n'd'.obscolescent matter and at the same time re-
: sist the temptation of using toC) much modern contrivance, or 
b1;~ks of, accountini that are to a great extent necessarily the 
• J • ~ 
tools and' tactics of ·their. individual inventors. In hiS problemS; 
he is peculiarly strong'; Dpt strong in the sense of difficult, but: 
in the sense of givIng in each one a particular kind of meat, a . 
special feature of the subject, a peculiar mode of applying the ' 
rule or principle, 'and so his work is at once concise and exhaust-
ive, theoretical without verbose obtrusiveness, and practical with-· 
out quirks, or cranks, or numerical jugglery. . 
In looking through the work for peculiarities we cannot find! 
any, except, perhaps, that the treatment of the metric system is: 
just right-sufficiently illustrated to fix its principles in the mind,. :-
but not e'ncumbered with the labyrintliine ramifications of the· 
subject, such as would be scarcely practical even in France, and! 
which certainly will not be available in this country before the' 
time of our pupils' grandchildren. But in one sense the whole· 
work is peculiar-peculiar in qeing symmetrical beyond criticism, 
and practical to a nicety. ' . 
It is easy without being thiI)., varied in the style of its exam .. 
pIes without being discursive, condensed without being crippled· 
in any essential part, and full enough for the elementary school! 
work of either country' district or city school. 
Abraham Li .. coln and tlu Abolitio .. of Slavery i.. tlu United States. By' 
Cl;JarJes Godfrey Leland (Hans Breitmann). New York: G. P. Putnam's. 
Sons. 
Poor Hans Breitmann! After all his promises as an artist he· 
now assumes the role of literary hack. Lamon in his life of 
Lincoln brought his subject into contempt as far as a foolish bi-· 
ographer could do it; J. G. Holland made a goody-goody, na1D-: 
by-pamby Sunday sch001 book on the same subject; but poor' 
Leland has done worse ; he has committed literary suicide and'_ 
murdered Hans Breitmann . 
This is a very common-place work, 'in literary merit not above; 
. the picayune lives of Gen. Grant hawked on the streets last week ... 
Now genius has its responsibilities as well as its rights and privi .. 
leges. It has a right to try to jump too high and trip and tum~· 
ble, but it has no right to crawl. , Locke never took away our 
Nasby, Shellaber ne;er unmasked or disrobed Mrs. Partington, 
B'ret Harte is flat only by mistaking the semi-tone for a sharp, 
Mark Twain js alive and kicking, Will Carleton has never gone . 
back on us, John Hay in marriage and diplomacy if not in.liter-
ature is bound to rise, Josh Billings is the same o}d three-and .. 
four-pence, even the sweet singet of Michigan would still be 
avowed by her little ~og, though her drapery were abbreviatt'!d; , 
but look here, Charles Godfrey Leland! what have you done 
with our Hans Breitmann? 
Report of tke Commissioner of Educatio... 1877. 
Gen. E~ton is doing a good work for the schools and for the ' 
country. It 'is to he regrett~d, however, that the parsimony of 
CQngress has delayed the p~blication 9f his annual reports. It is 
not his fault th!lt th~ report of 1878 is , not' out, and with a more 
enlightened national legislature the report for 1879 would be 
nearly' ready .. But now that national has become National and 
soon will be NATIONAL, Gen. ElI-ton"is likely to be accorded full-
. er facilities and more liberal support. Work away G,eneral ,! ... 
You have the hand and the heart of the WEEKLY. For you and 
th~-WEEKLY there are'.beautiful times in store . 
Un.::/e qs,a .... . By Madame Ch~les Reyhaud. New Yo'rk: D. Appleton & 
Co. Cnlcago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. Price 25 cents. 
This is one of the novels of "Appleton's New Handy-Volume 
Series;" and in convenience of 'form, dear 11uge print, and style 
of story, it is just:the thing 'to amuse o~e for. an idle hour. ". '. . 
: ;""",,~ ~ " ~. ..: ", ,.... 
, .: 'The'~Educatiol1al 'W eeldy. -, 
Elmuntary Ltssons Q1I SQund. By Dr. W. H : Stone, London) Macmillan 
& Co. Chicago : Jansen, McClurg & ·Co., 1879. Price 80 cents. 
This is a neat English-print volume of 192 pp' , It is exhaust- ' 
ively scientific, profusely illustrated, popular and interesting. 
Its chief aim is to give information upon the intermediate ground 
between acoustics and music proper; and it thoroughly fills the 
bill. 
EDUCATIONAL COLUMNS IN COUNTRY NEWS-
PAPERS.-IJ:. 
THE article under 'the above head in No. 135 seems to 'have been upon a subject in which there is a general feeling of 
interest, judging from the number of hearty responses I am re-
ceivIng. So far four states have been heard from, viz., Missouri, 
Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. Many responses say, " We have ' 
Let us hear from others on this subject. 
Some of our responses have been by card, but a number' have 
sent copies of papers. Thanks-send in a full list and we will re-
p0rt further results. B. F. STOCKS. 
LAMOILLE, ILL., Nov. IS, 1879. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
-,iShakespeare's Sonnets and Songs" will be)he next addi-
tion to the Golden Treasury Series. 
-James Anthony Froude is preparing a paper on Romanism 
and the Irish Race in America, to appear In the December num-
ber of the North A",en'can Review. 
, -Mr. Arthur Gilman will soon publish a book entitled "Shakes-
peare's Morals," in which he undertakes to show by comparison 
of passages that the poet's knowledge of the Bible was very com-
prehensive. 
• St. Nicholas intends to conquer the French nation, having 
now made willing slaves of the entire youth of this land, and, 
will shortly appear in Paris under the management of a French 
publishing house. ' , 
" lived 'six weeks' and expect to live a while longer." The long.est 
j time reported so far is SIX years, by Principal Henry Gregory, of 
_: .. Tampico,Jnd. The readers of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY have 
their attention called to an articie iIi No', i37 heaned "Some Ele-
ments of Success," which is taken from the Galesburg Republican 
Register as given by Mary Allen West. This article alone is well 
worth a year's subscription to the paper to any young teacher ; 'in-
deed it is suggestive to the older,. We refer to this only to show 
what may, and ought to be done ,through the columns of every -"His Majesty, Myselr' is the peculiar title of the next vol- ' 
county newspaper. Our first response came from Miss West. ume of the No Name Seri'!S. The book is said to have been 
: ,:. ", ;Everywhere, from superintendents and principals, the cry comes, written to show some of the vagaries of self-esteem, and the hint 
'. ~ ' '':Let us have more practical wcrk," "Teachers, prepare for your I is thrown out that the author had in mind an eminent minister 
'work;'" "Take and read an educational journal," "Elements of o'f the city of Brooklyn. , 
,Success," etc. ' -'-Thos. W. Higginson, in a )'~cent number of the Literary 
, In many cases we observe an earnest effort to arouse a more World, says of "H. H." that no one has ever written of frontiel' 
general ihterest among the people upon the subject of education. life so well as she, and that all the descriptions of California life 
I am1ed to see that though a fair degree of enthusiasm exists in do not compare for clearne.;s and beauty with those she has given 
, Chicago and other favored ,places, yet this is far from being ,the of Colorado scenes and life. 
condition everywhere, ~s the following clirping will show. "We ' -The Vermont Wa/eh",an aNi Slale ..1ollnuzl is one of our 
contemplate nothing less' than a complete change, a radical revo- choice exchanges. It has recently added an Educati?nal De-
I · , ' r. t . th h I of th ' t -;;-* * * "Wh t utlOn In lac, m e sc 00 s IS coun y, a we partment to its columns, which is edited with skill by W. W. 
, I I f hi' t t" * * * "W k ' wan,t Is.a genera revlv~ 0 sc 00 In en:s s. e as Ainswo~th, of Calais. This feature, though not unfrequentlyob-
that teachers make themselves thorough In th~ branches to be ' served in western papers"is a rare exception in those published 
taught." * * * "We ask that teachers become familiar with some in the eastern states. • 
of the principles of teaching, that Jhey read £orne of the educa- P' J H B k f th D h' h h I h 
" ". . ' - rm. ames . a er, 0 e enver Ig sc 00, as pre-
tlonal papers of the day. -Good thIngs and sound doctrIne to d d bl' h d t I'ttl hi t t . . 
,. ' . , ' . . pare an pu IS e a very nea I e pamp e con ammg SlJg-
come from a county supen'1tendent. And thIS IS not the only . r f d ' I' d ' -1 . 1 I l' 
. _ I f gestlOns "lOr a course 0 rea mg. t IS eslgne partlcu ar y lor 
case but an examp e 0 many. h . d f h D h' h hid . 
' . . . . ' t e pupils an graduates 0 t e enver Ig sc 00, an contalDs 
Agam, m several of the papers sent, I have observed appeals to I h f h bo k t be fi d . h bl' 
. . . on y t e names 0 suc 0 s as are 0 oun m t e pu IC 
country school boards to furDlsh ,thelr schools with SUitable ap' 1.. II'b f h . -
. ' . k SCIIOO I rary 0 t at city. 
pliances, such a.~ plenty ofblac ,board, charts, maps, etc. ,; and ' . ' ' 
.in various ways to aid the teacher in making the school efficient. -The Sunday School BI~ckboard, published by Lauer & Yost, 
. A talented writer in the National..1ournal of Education inti- successors to W. F. Schneider, - deceased, at ~Ieveland, Ohio, 
mtates th~t the ideal in teaching will never be reached until the continues to' ,be all that was promise,d, and indeed a v~ry great 
rank and file of our teachers are experts," -'a consummation cer- success In ItS way. It is published in neat- and artistic style and 
' tainlyto be desired, ,yet op.e which will come only th1'ough a log-' sent by mail to all subscribers at '3.00 per year, To Sunday' 
.icalorder, 1. e., by a general demand on the part of the people schools without a blackboard, or to those superintendents who 
I' for such teachers: A large'per cent of our school rooms are filled cannot prepare their ow~ i1lustrations of the International Les-
by inferior teachers, not because teachers Of exce~lenc~ cannot be sons, it is well worth all its costs. 
obtained, but because there is no deni,and for them. Hence, as . -The Publishers' Trade List A,,~al, 1379, (New York: 
inthnated in ' the first article, there is need in many localities of r. ' Leypoldt), has been on our shelf for several weeks. It is an , 
a general awakenil)g"upon the subject of education. There is no immense volume, containing the latest catalogu~ issued by pub-
better, 'nor more direct means qf securing, this than a fre~ use of lishers, and, a li~t of books issued during the year ending June 30 . 
. the columns 'of your home paper. , Each year this publication becomes more i~dispensable to book-
: Let there be one or more live educational columll~ In every, buyers and book-sellers, by t,he,embodiment of new features and 
~ .~ou~ty, and an ipterest ~~ll be aro~sed which ,c;m in no other: a Il!Ige amount Qf "infomlatio~. The; sellit:lg price is nominal, 
'" w~y be effected. ' _,' '1.5°. 
. -, 
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~NREST! 
Written at Midnight. To N. B. 
Unquiet heart! lie still and rest, 
Sleep, throbbing breast and brain-
This world's not worth, at very best, 
Such ceaseless stretch and strain. 
Not worth tbat nerves be drawn like wire 
To catch .lEolian breath, 
Not wonh that hrain be all on fire, 
To flash it down to earth. 
The great globe rolls along its track, 
God's world goes on, and man's, 
No dial shadow will go back, 
For all thy busy plans. 
The Sun comes up; the moon goes down, 
The night's calm splendor reigns, 
The ~ea's great pulse beats on and an-
Na fever in its veins. 
No wheel shall stop; 'no link shan fall, 
All things their course fulfill , 
But GOD'S AWAKE who keeps it all, 
Poor little heart he still! , 
Night, nursing mother, hush each care, 
H old thou this weary head, 
And lap thy folds of Faith and prayer, 
, Like curtains round my bed. 
In thy pure.fountain, calm and cool, 
The binding kerchief steep, 
And here in Life's hushed vestibule, 
Let me lie still and' sleep' 
TARPLEY STARIl. 
THE THREE· FOLD DEVELOPMENT. 
SARAH E. WILTSE, B'oston, Mass. 
I. THE MORAL SIDE. 
PLATO dream'ed of a RepUblic whose citizens should be wise. whose rulers just; and in planning for such an ideal state, 
pe continually reiterated that the children, from infancy, must be 
tr!lined physically, mentally, and morally; he said : "In every 
work the beginning is the most important part, especially in deal-
ing with anything young and tender j for that is the time when 
any impression which we may desire , to communicate is most 
readily stamped and taken." From this he proceeds to show 
that.the very babes should have their nurses and story tellers ap-
pointed by the philosophers who were to rule in his Republic. 
Again he says: "From the first years, the plays of c)1ildren ought 
. to be subject to strict laws, for if those plays and those who take 
part in them, are arbitrary and lawless; how can children ever 
become virtuous men, abiding by and obedient to law?" When 
Glaucon urged him to choose a sufficient number of wise people 
to form, at once, his dear Republic, Plato lamented that there 
were few who had received the nursery training from infancy, . 
and again asserted that they must superintend the care of the 
babes for many generations before there could be found_ a suffi-
cient number of well.developed men and women to found this 
'ide~ state. 
We will pass over the long period of time in wbich the the,o-
ries of the "divine philosopher" were considered beautiful but 
impracticable, and see what modern philosophers have to say 
about the development of the ideal man without whom there can 
be no ideal state. 
Richter, in his "Doctrine of Education" says '; "Educado~ is 
always counselled to do as much as possible dUling the first years 
of life; for it can then effect more with half the power than it 
can in tIle eighth with dOllble." "We surely reverse the igno-
~ce ~f the sav~es ,!ho sowed gun powder instead of makmg 
it, when we attempt to compound what can oRly be developed." 
"Education begins with the breath of a child." 
H~rbert Spencer insists that action is the basis of moral growth j 
Frcebel insists that action is the basis of intellectual growth , and 
every dabbler in physiological subjects knows that action is the 
basis of physical growth. "But what," asks the impatient seeker 
after information concerning the kindergarten, "what has all 
this to do with the 'play school' where we acknowledge the chil-
dren have pleasant amusements but are too young yet t.o learn ?" 
Suppose we begin with our class of children three years of age 
and examine a few of their plays and occupations to see how the 
threefold nature of the child is thereby developed. 
The moral development is based upon that principle of action , 
already mentioned. The c.hild in the kindergarten is a citizen 
of a little society, coming perhaps from a home in which he has 
been the small king of a little kingdom , I have in my mind a 
bright child, accustomed ·to having whatever he preferred in .the 
home where the elders foand it easier to humor the baby than to 
govern him, as he had never learned to be unselfish by exercise 
of his own best powers. He loved his teacher and would be 
amiable if permitted to stand next to her in the play circle, but 
would yield this place to no one without kicks and screams. Such 
selfishness had to be uprooted, and in a few months, with no 
severer . punishment than removal of the child from the room 
while crying, such a change was wrought that he sought oppor-
tunities of denying himself that he might give the pleasure· to 
others. He was persuaded to be kind to a smaller child, es-
pecially to a crippled one j and just as a muscle grows by exer-
cise, his morai power grew, for it cannot be denied that being kind 
is growing good. The attention of these little ones is drawn to 
the brightness and ,beauty of flowers and sunshine, rain and snow, 
until their heafts are so filled with gratitude for good and beau-
tiful things that it is no uncommon occurrence for one of them to 
kiss an opening flower, murmuring, "Thank you God" .as nat-
urally and sp,ontaneously as we would thank a friend for an offered 
gift. So love of God and love of man grows in those growing 
hearts; and in the' kin::!.ergarten is carefully nurtured the seed 
found in every human heart, whether Christian or pagan . . This 
growth cannot be produced by moral talks nor by religious in-
struction ; -it is only by doing that the child or man succeeds in 
being good. Allow me ' to repeat: Action is the basis of all 
growth . 
ARITHMETIC REFORM. 
By DAVID KIRK. 
ARITHMETI~AL puzzles and absurd problems . find little room in modern arithmetics, but they occasionally come 
to the surface in school journals, and they constitute the time- ' 
honored tests by which teachers' qualificat~ons are measured in 
the rural districts. Sometime last summer a que~r p,roblem 
appeared in the WEEKLY. It required three market women, each 
having a differl'Iit number of eggs, to sell their eggs at the same 
rates, and obtain the same sum of money. The number of eggs 
s'old by each was given. In an arithmetical sense this problem 
is absurd; different quantities of things, sold at the same rate, 
must produce different amounts. There is a sense in which the 
rates may be the same, as, for instance, five cents, or some other 
fixed number, for every three eggs; or some other given number 
of eggs, and so many cents apiece for the odd ones. Thus tl;le 
verbal expression for the. rates maybe the same, and yet t!le rates . 
may be different ar}thn:etically considered, for the number ,-of 
~'odd ones" will be different, when different numbers are divid-
,,- ed by the same divisor. 
,Though problems like the above have been eliminated from 
; ou'r arithmetics, scores of examples that are as much lacking in 
. dignity are retained. Some of these refer to ideal transactions 
ip eggs and geese j others relate to the fortunes of beggars and 
gamblers. The young arithmetician will in after life see nothing 
like them, and the plea that such questions are a means of melltal 
discipline will lose its force in the presence of actual problems in 
accounts and engineering. Questions that contain superfluous 
conditions are no better than those that include incompatible 
_ conditions. A problem that requires apples bought by the long 
ton,-to be sold by liquid measure, for greenbacks, when gold is 
146, in latitude 45 north, ,may seem very "cute," but the pupil 
who tries for hours to work in the latitude, before he is informed 
by' the teacher (who has a key) that it is put in there for a "catch," 
can only regard it with indignation similar to the feeling of 
:patefjamilias, when he finds in his newspaper an article, whose 
• ,commencement promises a rare literary treat, to be merelyn a 
Ir.t~...",:. .. .: - advertisement of somebody's • 'death annihilating electric elixir." 
The practice of publishing keys is a bad one. The alleged 
,mental discipline that comes from the study of har:d problems, 
must be lost wherr a key is used, 
Problems whose conditions are definite and rational, require 
, no key to suggest methods of solution. Problems whose co'ndi~ 
, tions are indefinite, or irrational, or unusual in real life, are out 
of place in arithmetics and school journals. , 
So much for problems. Some reforms are needed in the ar-
rangement and treatment of the subjects discussed in the text-
b:>oks. More stress should be laid on, accuracy in computation. 
--The casual vi~itor of a school is liable ' to hear a dialogue like 
this: Mary, have you solved your example? Yes sir, but the 
, - ,' answer is wrong. How much does it differ from the answer in 
, ; the bnok? Only three dollars and seventy, five cents. You mus't 
'have made an alithmetical mistake, Mary, but as ' you seem to 
have used the right principles you may proceed to explain. 
, Thus the importance of a correct answer remains untaught, 
and slovenly habits in computation are encouraged. LogIcally, 
long division, so called, should be taught before short, division, 
'and decimal fractions, so called, should be regarded as flowing 
from, the decimal system of notation, and not from common 
fractions. One arithmetic, at-leaSt, takes this view of decimals. 
Here is a chance for a great reform in teaching arithmetic. 
Farther along in the text-book we come to subjects compar~­
tively unimportant yet greatly magnified. 
, Alligation is one of them, The underlying principles of alli-
'. ;Jigation, simple enough~' arid valuable in their place, are obscured 
by the patent methods invented by certain high school principab, 
., ,wl)o thirst for glory in the shape of an epitaph ill some local 
, _, Westminister Abbey, which, like the record of Newton's binomial 
theorem, will read "Here lies Prof. Archimedes, the inventor of 
• ' - a- new system of teaching alligation." In the same neighborhood 
. may be feund' a chapter on evolution, a subject whose analysis is 
essentially algebraic. 
Some authors use the "blqck" method of explanation, others 
the '3 tu method, and each claims for his analysis and rule of op-
'~ " eratiorr some advantages not ,possessed by the 'Others. From 
By no possible llrrangement or contrivance can the arithmeti 
cal rules and analyses of Greenleaf and other old, authors be im-
proved. Said rules can be obscured however, and, by the law 
of permutations, they can be indefinitely changed. A reform is 
needed in the arithmetical treatment of roots, A simple rule of 
operation by which each root figure is obtained in the same way 
should be given. The analysis if presented at aU, should be 
given in a supplement, or deferred until the mechanical process 
of finding the root is thoruufhly learned. And whatever may be 
urged against the geometric analysis (the "block" method) it IS 
better not to attempt the algebraic analysis in an arithmetic. 
Equations and formulas are none -the less difficult because trans-
hlted into arithmetical language ; indeed, they are more difficult, 
and attempts to anticipate a higher branch of study while dis-
cussing a lower one, 'are generally hurtful, and should be spar-
ingly made. 
It will be found that the natural order of perfect intellectual 
illumination takes the reverse direction; the higher branches 
throw light on the lower ones. Therefore tell the aspiring pu-
pil that if he desires to u'nderstand evolution and other abstruse 
matters in arithmetic, he must study algebra, geomet;y, etc. Pu: 
pils who by the force of circumstances cannot study these branch-
es, or will not stlldy them, will probably be placed in life where 
an elementary knowledge of arithemic will be sufficient. 
Then let not arithmetic be deformed or crowded with matters 
outside the province of arithmetic, on the supposition that many 
learners will net see a higher mathematical book. Other reforms 
could be suggested, but enough for the present. 
JACKSON, MINN., Nov. 19, 1879. 
- Jules Verne's book on "Famous Travels and Travelers" has 
recently been published by Charles Scribner's Sons, This book 
is written with a little more serious intent than the author'li books 
usually show, and the statements not only have the appearance of 
fact but are in reality true. It had become generally believed 
that Jules Verne could not divest himself of the tendency to-
ward the fantastic and the absurd, but this work shows that ne 
can bring himself to the relation of actual occurrences. 
-The Bodley books have j~st · received an addition in a ne~ 
volume from the facile pen of Mr. Scudder to be entitled "The, 
Bodleys Afoot." There seems to be nothing but commenda· 
tion to give ,to this capital serie~ of books, and the latest isshe 
does not show any falling off of interest. The plan of the au.' 
thor is to impart instruction in a rambling disjointed way by 
means of talks between different members of the Bodley house-
h~. . . 
-H~ughton, Osgood & Cos.' new books number the foll'owing . . 
among others: ~ 'Poetical Works," by Bayard Taylor; "Hand-
bOOK Of the American Revolution;" "Prayers of the Ages 'j'" ~ 
"AI!- Earnest Trifler," by an anonymous author; ~ 'Sealed Or-
ders," by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps; "Twins of Table Mountain," 
by Bret Harte, and "Old Friends and New," bY,Sarah O • 
Jeu:ett. ' 
, -"The Library Atlas," publishd by G. P. Putnam's Sons,is' a 
ca~ital work and can be relied upon for accuracy and fullness. It 
has the merit of throwing aside the usual immense folio form of 
atlases and giving the maps in a shape to be easily referred to. 
. time to time we hear of new processe,s of extracting squllre and 
',_ cube roots warranted ,to make these notoriously difficult subjects ' 
;_~y, but these assumed improvements all contain an element of 
The price of the work is $10. . 
-:-General Grant has hardly arrived in · this country before a 
book appears descriptive of his travels. It is entitled "With ,. 
.General Grant in ,the East," and is written by John_M. eating. quackery" ' . / 
'Th~ Etiuc~tibna:l ."W eekiy~ 
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THE STATES. 
. MINNESOTA,-Il has transpired that the gentleman who recel)t1y made a 
valuable donation of books to Carleton, is E. W. Bryant, Esq., a man well 
known in insurance circles, now residing at Delavan, Wis. Mr. Bryant, a 
., few days ago, forwarded to the College an expensive and elegant book. case in 
' Which to place his donation of b~ok" which is to be known as the "Bryant 
donation." He proposes to present the College with an additional collection 
of books. The' father of Mr, Bryant has for some year; been a resident of 
'Northfield. A well· known and pubiic spirited citizen has very recently pre-
sented tn the College the Encyclopedia Britannica,-Tbe History of Carleton 
Coll~ge by Rev. Dr, Dana, of St. Paul, read at the recent gatbering of State 
Congregational Conference at Minneapolis, bas iu;t be~n issued. in a very neat 
paJDphlet form ansi is an exceedingly intere;ting stury of tbe rise and progress 
of the College. The Appendix contains the names of the Baard of Trust, Of 
, the Faculty, and an outline of the courses of study. The' study of the history 
'. of 'art has been intrOduced this year into the curriculum of the College, and 
.. for the illustration of this branch, several hijndred valuable photographs of 
. works of art and of famous architectural structures inJhe ol~ world have been 
pnrchased. Tbese were procured \)y thl! Preceptress, Miss M. J. Evans, dur-
,ing ' h'er Ia,st year's residenct: in Germany and Italy.-There are about five 
hundred pupil~ enrolled in the public schools of Nortbfield.-Rev. E. S:-Wil-
son, Professor of Hebrew in Seabury 'rheological S,chool at Faribault, was re-
r, ,cently married to Miss R . W. Peters, matron of St. Mary's ladies's school in 
the same city. Mr: Wilson is an able scholar and a profound thinker.-
The State Teachers' Association is expected to meet in St. Paul Monday, 
Dec. 29. B. M. R. 
Mi,s Emma Johns, a member o( the senior class in the State NOlmal School 
, at Winona, has accepted tbe position of teacher of the First Gra,mmar School 
J in Rochester, at a salary of $40 per month. She su~ceeds Miss Chapin. 
'The total number 'of scholars enrolled in Winona county is 6,219; 1,661 
, of-these are in 'the city. This is a sligbt falling off f!om last year. 
IOWA.-The Cedar C'!unty Teac,!~rs' Association will hold its next meet-
ing D.ec. 5, at Durant. The program consists of a lecture Friday evening amI 
'Vc;ry interesting exercise; of a ,p'ra.ctical nature on Satnrday. Prin_ O. C. 
Scott, of Tip'on, is president of tbe association. 
The Iowa M'usical Convention '!'Iill ,meet at :N:arshalltown Dec. 2, 3, 4, and 
5, Prof: R. Palmer, of New York, will be the conductor. 
Prof. Jona. ~iper, well-known all over the state, is to lecture before the 
Henry county teachers at Mt. Pleasant, n~xt Friday evening. His subject is 
'''Reading.'' . 
Th~ pupils of the MI. Pleasant high school ,have ,started a bi.monthly paper 
called tbe Hig" S,"ool Rtcorder. : It claims to be the 'first high school of the 
state. Success to tbe commentlable enterprise. ' 
~, The'Clinton~high scbool pupils are preparing a liter:ary entertainment that is 
,_ (0 be given Friday. evening, Dec. 19 . 
,. , There are 116 students now attending tbe medical depar,lment of the State 
University. ,' , , , 
'~,e 'voice of the Cmtral S,"ool Jour"al is strong for taking the office of 
school superintendent out of politics. Would it n)t lie better to read .uper-
'. intendents a short lecture about the propriety be · attending excrusively to 
, schools and scbool interests for the n'ext·two years, and the wisdom of letting 
politics:severely ;alone ? ' , 
, The \\'alcolt"branch of the SC'!tt County Teachen' Association Will hold its 
fint fueeting Dec. B . ' 
-A coupl~ of ancient pedagogues try to ridicule Supt. Speer's statements re-
' cenUy jude ,in regard to teache~' wages in Manhall county. The latter hits 
back in good style and completely ~nnihilates "ye ancient" rulers 0\ the 
"noisy mans'ion." . 
Mr. Z. W. Steele, president of the Bellevue Teachers' A>sociation, conducts 
tbe educational department of the, Bellevue Leader. Mr. S. is one of !ack-
.son county's live te:!.chers and of course he keeps his column up to the hmes. 
There are 300 convicts in the penitentiary at Anamosa. Thirty-six have a 
good education: eiltht have a fair one, two hundred and fifteen have a com· 
mon education, and forty-one have a poor education. 
The pupils of the Lyons high school have organized a literary society. 
The West Branch public schools enrolled 170 pupils during the month just 
closed. The average daily attendance was 152.3. Tbere were six cases of 
tardiness and 103 pupils who were neither absent nor tardy during the , montb. 
The live teachers of Iowa are making arrangements to go to Independence 
during the holidays. 
MICHIGAN,-Battle Creek college has 320 students enrolled . 
Tbe public schools of Marshall are closed·on acc,ount of dipbtheria. 
Three Rivers has at last settled its scbooltroubles by the employment of a 
new principal named Washburn. . 
P. D. Cornell, principal of the school at Northport, Leelanaw county, IS re-
ported as giving much satisfaction to the pebple of that village. . 
All tbe railroads of the state ·will give reduced rates to teacher; attendtng 
the meeting of the State Teachers' Association at Lansing, Dec. 29~ 30 and 
31. 
A meeting of teachers of modern languages bas been called' to convene on 
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock, during the·session ~f the State 'Teachers' ~s­
sociation. 
Prof. W. J. Cocker, superintendent of the Adrian schools, has just written 
a work for schools upon the "civil government of Michigan." It is to be 
published by Richmond & Backus of Detroit. 
There is scarlet fever at Adrian" and the local daily paper suggests that 
certain of the schools be closed, the buildings thoroughly disinfected, etc. The 
inference is that the dreadful disease b~ already been stalking through the 
city scho )Is. 
PROGRAM of the , Twenty-eighth Arnual Me,eting of the Michigan Teacl)" 
ers' Association, to be held at Lansing, Dec. 29, 30, and 31. Meetings at th~ 
,new capitol. ' 
On Monday evening, Dec. 29, the opening addr~ss will be delivered by_ 
Rev. Ke~dall Brooks, D. D., President of Kalamazoo !=ollege,. D,uring tbe 
two following days papers and addresses upon ', timely and important topics 
Will be given by, E. P. Church, superintendent of schools, Greenvill,e; AlI:sti~ 
George, Professor of Rhetoric, State Normal School; Alfred Hennequin, 
Professor of Modem Languages, University of Michigan; R. C. Kedzie, Pro: 
fessor of Chemistry, Sta!e Agricultural College; W. H: payne, Profes;;or of 
P; dagogy, University of Michigan; Z. C. Spencer, Superintendent of Schools, 
Tecumseh; I. M. Wellington, Principal of tbe High School, Detroit, and 
others. Brief reports upon the condition of .ducation at home or abroad, or 
uoon new features of the educational work will be made by prominent educa 
t~rs of the state. On Tuesday evening, several stirring' address'es will be made 
on important educational or social topics; which, it iS,hoped, will prove as 
useful and acceptable to' tbe Association as a single lecture: 
Ali the railroads of the state give reduced rates to those attending tIie • 
Association, on the full trip to ~ lnsing and return. Eit!zer two cents per mile, 
or, a fare and a third, will be charged., To gain the benefit ,of this reduct\on, 
all must have a certificate before leaving home, which can be obtained by 
writing to E. A. Strong, Grand Rapids, enclosiog an addressed, stamped en· 
velope for returning tbe certificate, and stating over what roads the, applicant 
wishes to pass. As many as possible should send together. Write as soon as 
you have consulted with those of your neighborh60d who will probably at-
tend. ,· , _ ,_ 
Tbe Lansing House will entertain members at $2.00 per day, ' ($1.5~ 
each , if two persons occupy the same r<!Om, the Hudson House at $1.50 and'_ 
$1_25 under the sarD:e conditions, the Cbapman House, and the Edgar. House 
at $1,00 per day. Supt. Chas. A. Sanford, of Lansing, bas consented to act as 
local committee, and will furnish further information if desired. ' " 
As directed by the 'association at its last session; the Executive Commit-
iee call for an exhibit of material, bllt so limited in kind and amount that it 
will b~ a, burden neitherto prepare nor , examine it. Drawing is choseit as a 
fit subject; the point of the exhibit b~ing not to sbow what is actually done 
'in respect to absolute or comparative merit of tbe work, ' but rat.her ~p.at. is 
aimed 'at. The 'TequeSt is earnestly made that all schools in th estate, (dis-
trict,private, and tech~ico,l,-no less than graded.schoolsand colleges,) forwarg 
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~o Lansing on or before the opening of th~ :s~ssio~, a ~i~le (or 4uplicated) 
, series of papers showing the work in drawing of every sort that a pupil would 
- .. have in going through the entire scho,?l., Deputy State S!lperintendent, W . 
L. Smith, will take charge of the Pllpers if sent by mail. Either a statement 
of the course in drawing, or a full descriptive list, or both, should accompany 
each set, (e. g. "Tenth Grade Map Drawing;" "Tenlh Grade, Elementary 
Drawing from Copy;" "Advanced Drawing from Copy;" "Free Hand;" 
"Dictation." etc.) If any . one SOtt of drawing is tal.lght, different stages of 
advancement may be sbown. The series should be made up from work ac· 
tually done by pupils during the year. Let all schools send something, if only 
one drawing. . 
A meeting of the State Board of Educlltion to examine candidates for 
State Certificates will be held on the last day of the session and the two fol-
lowing days. Full information may be had by addressing the Secretary of 
tlie State Board of Education, Lansing, Mich. 
Let the teachers of Michigan show by a large attendanc.e at this meeting of 
the Association, that they are interested and earnest in their work. Come 
and' see the n~w capitol. Come and see yourfellow teachers. Come and get ' 
revived and refreshed for your work. ' 
E xecutive Commiltee:. H. Q. Butte, field , E. Olney, L. McLouth, J. G. 
Plow(Jlan, J . C. Jones, C. T . Fairchild, I. M. Wellini\on, C. R. Miller, A. D. 
Chesebro. E. A. STRONG, 
• President of the Association. 
, ' The Professors in the State Normal School have been assisting so generally 
in \eachers' institutes held throughout the state this fall, that the Ypsilanti 
Commercial is led to speak as follows: "Would it not be well for the Super. 
intimdent of Public Instruction to order a teachers' institute for Ypsilanti? The 
faces of the instructors of the Normal School are getting unfamilia; and Ypsi. 
lanti would like to renew acquaintance with the men." 
. The evening schools ,at Grand . Rapids have 115 pupils in attendance, and 
' the employment of additional teacbers has become necessary. 
" The' State Board of Education have decided not to place the telescope in 
the tower of the new Normal S.:hool building, but to build a small observa-
tory similar to the practice observfltory n.ow in use by the students at the Uni-
versity. 
, . The Grand Rapids board of education has adopted the suggestion of Supt. 
Daniels, to purchase 75 or 80 copies each of Swinton's' and Goodrich's his· 
tories of the United Slates for use in the primary schools. 
ILLINOIS.-The Piper Cily Advertiser says the public sChools of ,that city 
were never in a more prosperous condition than at present. 
The schools of Elliot and Burr Oaks are prospering under the manage· 
ment of C. Elliott and P. A. Coal. 
Sup!. Armstrong prepared a course of study for the ungraded schools of 
the county in Sept., which has been pretiy generally followed, with most ex· 
cellent results. 
, The Highland scbools are pr 19ressing finely, and have an enrollment of 
426 pupils. The principal, Prof. Adelmann, bolds regular monthly teachen' 
meetings in wbich any suggestions or que,stions having relation to the advance· . 
ment of the respective depar.ments of tbe school are taken under advisement, 
and disposed of as seems .best. The.Board of Education has just intt'oduced 
the milch improved Revised Eclectic Readers. , 
Supt. H. <;:. Paddock, of Momence, writes us as follows: "We have about 
300 pupils (16 transient) enrolled in our schools, and are doing good work 
with the following efficient corps of teachers: 2d Principal, Miss Nettie 
Sykes ; 1st Prin., Mis.s Nettie Marcy; Intermediate, Mina- Beebe; Gramm-.r, 
Louisa Ayres; Asst. in high schoo', Miss M . . C. Wolcott. We use the WEEK· 
Ly'in our teachers' meetings with proitt." 
A letter {rom Peoria county coniains a few notes on.n institute . recently 
held in that county; ·the place of meeting is not mentioned. It was conduct-
ed in the forenoon by Supt. Pillsbury, in the afternoon by J. M. Crow. The 
, , pr~gram consisted.of a paptr on Grammar by Mr. Harker; one on Pedagogy, 
" by J. M, Crow; an interes.ting discussi.on of the plan of surveying laild in the 
West, by th~ Supt. "In the afternooll Mr. Ristine read a very interesting . pa. 
.per on Civil Gove~ment, and Mr. Plummer gave a cla.'IS drill on Fractions. 
The pr~gram was closed With a select reading by Mil!S Magee of Elmwood. 
Interesti'ng, almost exciting discussions followed several C?f the papers. Among 
the persons takin~ part in these discussions were .Misses Somers and Magee, 
and l1essis. Plummer and Hill of Brimfield. The best feature of the day's 
work wils th .. t we went at each other With the sha~t kind of questions, and 
adjourned feeling that we had probed each other a little if we did almost quar-
rell. : ' . 
The teachers of Salem Township, Knox (".0., b~ve an Informal meeting at 
the high school room in Yates City on tbe Saturdays when tbey come to town 
to have their orders cashed. It is a good custom. 
Bloomington has a school debt of ninety two thousand eight hundred and 
twelve dollars. 
A. W. BlIStiim, principal, edits an educational column in the Tampieo Tor· -
nado. 
INDIANA.-Prof. Jordan of the State University has been appo:nted ·auilt-
ant U, S. Fish Commissioner and is lll!Signed to duty for Ihe next eight m'lnthl 
on th~ Pacific coast. He has obtained leave of ablence (rom the University, 
and Will at once: go to San Diego, California, accompanied by his assistant, 
Mr. Charles Gilbert. 
Miss Frank Kendall, Principal of the "Lower Seminary" of the public 
schools of Madison, has been removed and her place filled by the appoint-
ment of T . V. Dodd, a gtaduate of More'l Hill College. 
Miss Kendall is the sprightly woman who created quite a sensation SOme 
two years ago in the Southern Indiana Teachers' A'lSociati"n by an elaborate 
attack upon the high school system. Her paper was so spicy, so reckless, 10 
vindictive, and generally so acceptable to the fogy element in the stnte that 
some philanthropic individuals had it printed lind place.1 in the hands of e.eiy 
member of the last Indiana legislature of blessed memory. It seems that 
Miss K. is hereafter to have leisure to pursue her benevolent mission of over-
throwing the higer institutions of the Itate, and of narrowing down the public 
school system until it shall be circumscribed by the bounduies marked out 
for it by the fathers. 
The annual meeting of the board of tru,tee, of the State University at 
Bloomington, now just adjourned, furnishes opportunity to call attention to 
its progress . Much. important business has been transacted. E ight hundred 
new books, 1111 choice, are being plllced on the library shelve., lind': like ad-
dition will doubtless be made within the next year. The trustees have shown 
~hemselv.e~ a wise a~d prudent body. JU i! like every citi.en of the Slate, just 
ID proportion to their knowledge o( the workings of the institution, have 
they become !ts fast friends. It is unquestionably true that uDder its present 
management, Indiana State University is doing work second to none in any 
part of the land. During this visit, the trustees examinrd the work done in 
every class·room, and with highly gratifying results. 
The "public," on Saturday morning, which was well attended by the board 
it! a bcdy, developed itself into quite a patriotic meeting. After the usual ex-
ucises, which were in themselves of lDuked interest, the board wa called on 
~eriati~ and forced to deliver itself. Judge Roach compared the ,uperior 
IDstntctlon and methods of to day with those of his own time ID a forcible 
way. Judge Orth testi6ed to hiS pride aDd per;onal interest in the inltitu. 
tion. Judge Banta, of Franklin, related an incident from the experience 'of 
Prof. Morse in wbich he declared his purpose, if h. lived long enough, to 
know more thlln any other man had ever learned of the brachiopodi, and 
thtrefrom counseled concentration of thought and eff ... rt. Colonel Jenkinson 
demurred to placing an editor, who always shot from ambush, in the open 
field in range of the enemy's guns', but stood fire long enough to make an ex-
cellent speech and elicit a round-of applause by the explanation thal the tru.· 
tees were personally interested in the Unlveraicy becauIC the faculty were do-
ing faithful work of which the state 10M justly proud, and lhe students were, 
by their work, ~estifyinl! to their a~preciation o( the state'. guardianship. R. 
W . !'fyer~, ch,urman of tfU te~, raised the enthtnlalm to a high pitch by de· 
clarang himself on the war.path until an observatory worthy the state was se-
cured. Dr. Maxwell, n veteran friend, Rev. Dr. Slone, of Ft. Wayne, a new 
one, and Hon. R. D. Richard$on, of Evansville, an alumnus, all .poke elo-
quent words of hearty c()mmendation, and expressed the wish that ita mer\ta 
might become sufficiently known to bring five hundred students within three 
ycar •. 
The breeze, howtver, culminated in a hurricane when Prof. Klrkwood-
Our Kirkwood-who has betn hOllored by no lese a name than thaI of Proctor 
as "Kepler of America," was called for. No human being could be entirely 
unmoved by such a .testimonial. He, however, simply excused himself hy 
the remark that havtng excused them (the students) 10 many times he must ' 
beg them to return the kindness once. 
~here is a prospect of reop<.ning of the law department on a sel('lustaioiDIt 
basiS. 
The Unh'ersity has already reaped lome honor from its prompt and mu· 
terIY'.'gobble" of P~f. Jo~an. The appointment from' the government to 
e~amlDe and report on PaCIfic coast fi .hes for tbe next celUu' report is a veJy 
high honor, there being on!y two or three men in the United States compe· 
tent ~o do the wO;k. .Comlng to a man under thirty it is doubly honorable, 
~t wilL occupy him etght .months, beginninlt the first of next year, and a 
leave of absence wu unanimously granted OD the cxpres. coudition that be 
most solemnly agrees to come back. ' ABC 
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OHIO.-The Cincinnati Gaztftt' s corresponde~t in Lebanon says: "The 
teacher of the Blue Shirm school is the only member permitted to carry a 
pistol during school hours. The county examiners sanction the practice." . • 
The Milfordites boast that their schools are in a better condition than they 
have been for several years previous. 
Prof. J . W. Dowd, of Troy, has recently been appointed one 01 the wunty 
examiners for Miami county. ' 
Miss Mary Lee, of the public schools of Marysville, I~aves her position to go 
to Philadelpbia, Pa., to accept a situation as private tutor in the family of Mrs. 
Blair. 
Mr. W. P. Nelson, of Logan, has been assisting Mr. Tibbals in the O. C. 
Normal'Scho,,1 during Prof. Ogden's absence. 
. At Canfield Nov. 8th there was a very interesting session 01 tbe Teacbers' 
Association for Maboning county. Mr. Cbas. Lynch, of Youngstown, pre. 
sented a paper upon the subject-"Incentu.es to Study," which was discussed 
by Mr. M. S. Campbell, Principal of tbe Rayen Scbool. Hon. W. D . Hen-
• k1e, editor of the Oh,o Educational Monthly, delivered an address on "Tbe 
Teacbers' Preparation." In the afternoon Prof. Ogden delivered his address 
on the question-"Sball Obio bave a State Normal School?" Hon. J. J. 
Bums followed this with a rew remarks of hearty approval of the arguments 
in favor of a State Normal School. The total number present was forty seven. 
The officers elect for the ensuing year are-Pres. Mr. M. S. Campbell, of 
Youngstown; V. P., Miss H. Richards; Secretary, MlRS M. A. Hine, of 
Poland; Treasurer, Mr. R. T. Dickson, of Ellsworth; Ex. Com., Mr. B. E. 
Heiman, of Canfield, Mr. J.A. Leonard, of Youngstown, and Miss M. Boggs, 
of Jackson. (These items pertaining to the Teachers' Association were gleaned 
frorn'the Youngstown Rtgisttr and Triount.) 
The High School 70urnal has come to hand. It is published by the seniors 
of the Middletown high school, and is a cheerful and spicy sheet. 
The faculty of the Wesleyan University, at Delaware, has passed a rule for-
bidding students to own any share in the billiard hall of the village, or to 
visit it. Tbey are determined to look to its enforcement too. 
Antiocb College is to light itself-not with i\s own ~as precisely, but with a 
Dew Coleman gas.machine, wbich bas been contracted for. It is thought 
nine-tenths of the present gas-bills will be saved by it. 
Oberlin College suffered $200 damage on the evening of the 14th inst., by 
a fire in tbe laboratory. 
The cook.fight is still on at Columbus, and waxes hotter and hotter. The 
contending parties are Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., of Cincinnati,and the local 
firm of H. W. Derby & Co., which,however, mainly represents eastern houses. 
The Cincinnati VolksfTtund, a German paper, charges several teachers of 
the night high school in that city with gross immorality. The Ga .. ttt "irtual-
ly acknowledge. the truth of the shameful charges. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
PAIlIS, Ky.:Nov. 14.-Yesterday Frank" Howard, a colored man and 
teacher of a colored school in Ruddles' Mills, swore out a warrant for the ar-
rest of four negro men who came in disguise to the house wh~;e he was board-
ing on Tbursday night last and undertook to Ku Klux him, One of them 
. fired a ' shot-gun at him, but Howard made his escape and is now at Cyn-
thiana. He states that their object was and is to break up the school he has 
been teaching, by i?timidating his patrons as well as himself.-(;,"ncinnati Ga . 
IItttt. 
-A joint meeting of the Northern and Central Kentucky 
ciations will be held in Paris, Ky., to-morrow and Saturday. 
Teachers' Asso-
-No one will be surprised to hear that Mr. Peter Cooper is enlarging the 
scope; of the free schools in the Cooper Union, and is giving his Ume and 
. money ,to the work. He exbausted long since the capacity of the public for 
admiration by his unselfisb devotion to the interests of an institution which 
ha. been of incalculoble benefit to this community. The new feature in the 
school is to be a polytechnic department. The, alterations now making in tbe 
Cooper Union and the additional room obtained in otber ways will enable 
3,000 pupils to be accommodated in the entire institution, instead 'of 2,000 as 
now. When it is remembered tbat among this great number there are doubt-
less very rew who could have obtained the sanie instruction at their own ex-
pense, we merely begin to realize what the Cooper Union has done and is 
doing for the intelligent and ambitio~ poor.-Ntw York Triount. . 
The University chancery case will probably be heard at the January term 
of ~e !:>upreme Court.-A,.n A,oar (Mich.) .Argus. 
EXAMINATION FOR ILLINOIS STATE CERTIFICATES.-1879. 
GEOMETRY. , 
I The number in curves indicatd the credit that is to be given on that question, if fully an 
swered.] 
I. (10). Del;ne paralldogram, similar cylindtrs, hypothtsis, mtan pro-
portional; arso, explain and exemplify the use of tbe word con"!truly.. ' 
2. (20). Wbat is the measure of the angle rorm~d by the mtersectlOn of 
two chords? Prove. 
, 3. (20). To wbat is the area of a trapezoid equal? Prove. 
4. (20). Prove tbat similar triangles are to each otber as the square de-
scribed on their bomologous sides. 
5. (25). Complete and prove the following: "Every triangular pyramid , is 
one tbird part 01---." . ' . 
, 6. (5). Wbat is meant by "mcommensurable hnes?" Name two such 
lines and express their ratio. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 
I. Give clearly as many reasons as you can for believing that tbe earth is a 
spbere. .... 
2. Wbat is vapor? Wbat IS the dew-pomt ? What IS a glacIer? What are 
isothermal lines? ' . 
3. Wby are the Western coasts of the Northern continents warmer than the -
Eastern coasts in the same latitudes? 
4. Give britfiy tbe causes of the change of seasons: 
5. Describe Ihe Rocky Mountai.n system of bigh~and~. . , 
6. What rivers run from the HImalaya MountaIns, 10 what dIrectIon does 
each flow, and where does it empty? 
7. Describe tbe highlands 0' South America. 
l!. D'escribe tbe, trade winds. 
9. D escribe tb,:, rains of India. . 
10. Which' contments have the most Irregular contours? Wh~t can you say 
about the effects of those irregularities ? 
BOTANY. 
I. State the necessary conditions for tbe germination of the seed. Say a 
few words about each. 
2. Give three most important distinctions between an exogenous and an 
endogenous stem. 
3. Which way is the sap moving when the growth of the plant is produced? 
Explain. ' 
4. A,k, in order, five most important que>t:ons in the analysis of a rose. 
5. Distinguish between a perfect and a complete flower. Illustrate each. 
q. What processes of development tend to destroy tbe plant? Wby ? 
7. Say, in order of importance, all you can about tbe leaf. 
8. To what order do the following plants belong? Apple, peony, pansy, 
sunflower, arbor vitae ? 
9. Describe a papilionaceous flower, and give botanical terms for all the 
parts of a peacb. 
10. What parts of plants have medicinal properties? Illustrate. 
CHEMISTRY. 
I. Wbat is chemistry? A gas ? An acid ? 
2. Say what you can of the cbemical and physical properties of nitrogen and 
carbon. 
3. Define carbonite dioxide. State its formula, properties, preparation, and 
use. 
4. How Iiberale exygen? Sbow the chemical equation and represent the -
reaction. 
5. Explain the decomposition of water by sodium. 
6. Dislinguish between chemical affinity and molecular attraction. Illus-
trate eacb. 
7. Iron, rust, iet, dritd ink, vintgar, ittam: Which. of the above terms 
represent cbemical changes? Whicb physico,!? • 
8. DistingUIsh between steel And iron. . 
9. Give cautions for keeping and handling potassium and phosphorus. 
10. State the chemistry of the Iigbting anq. burning of a friction match. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
I. Describe the articlliation of the skull with the vertebral column, and .of 
the fi r;t two vertebrae wito each other. 
2. Write :what vou can of tbe minute anatomy of the lungs. 
3. Bound tbe beart, the liver, tbe stomach. 
4. D c.scribe the r·:oute by wbich a mouthful of water reaches the brain . 
5. Explain briefly tbe cbemical pbenomena of respiration. 
6. Wbat are tbe principal differences, in composition and effect, between . 
tbe gastric and pancreatic fluids . 
7. Explain the physiology of a blush. 
. 8. A ' child cries at sig)!t of a frigbtful object : Trace, in detail, the path of 
the stimulus from the conjun~tive to the vocal muscles. 
9. How would you check hemorrbage from a cut in the wrist? 
_ 10. Explain the effect of exercise upon digestion. 
ASTRONOMY. 
I. Name the principal planets, in order, and give the distance of each from 
the sun. - -
2. Wbat is Rigbt Ascension? Astronomical Longitude? Declination? A 
Colure? Prime Vertical? . . 
3. Why are day and night everywhere equal when the sun is at the Equi-
nox? Why are day and mght always equal to people living under the Equa-
tor? 
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. 4. Wnat is a ".Sola~' day? A "Siderial" W;y?' A ".M~" day? E~plain 
why tliese days dIffer In length. . ' 
• 5. What is the greatest possible numbe~ of Eclipses of the sun in one year ? 
Of the moon? The least possible number of each? . ' 
6. Is it probable that the moon has an atmosphere?' Give the arguments. 
7. Why does the full moon "run hIgher" in wint7r than in summer? 8. Giv.e" Kepler's three Laws" of planetary motion. . , 
· 9. Tell what you can .ao,?ut the Asteroids.. . 
10. Name .six of the prinCIpal fixed stars, and tell In what constellation' each 
is found. 
The above is the sentiment of ninety· nine Catholics out of ev-
el'y hundred in the United States. It is true there are 'a fewer. 
ratic individuals in different parts of the countl'y who would take 
exception to the above statements; but they are simply insignifi. 
cant fl'aclional remainders in the great educational problem. 
The true policy of the friends of the schools is to ignore the va· 
porings of such people. The Catholic population as a whole sup· 
, ZooLOGY. 
" I: Describe the differentJorms of circulatory apparatus in vertebrates. 
2. Descrilie the different forms of respiratory apparatus in artlir~pods (ar. 
ticulates). . 
. l1lort tile l1lublic schools with their sympathy, their money, and 
tneir cnildren. 
3. Describe the locomotor apparatus of a star·fish. . 
4. Upon what peculiarities of a bird's wing does the power of flight de-
pend? ., . 
5. Describe th~ respIratory act III common fis~es. In bIrds. . 
6. Mention the I~ding resemblancllS and differences between buds and 
. reptile~. . . . . ' 
7. W.bat groups of bIrds have the hind toe elevated?' What groups of 
' .. IIUl1Dmals are without canines? . ' 
8. Classify, as definitely as you can, an ant and a crawfish, and describe 
the groups to'which each belongs. 
. ' 9' ClasSIfy, as definitely. as y,ou can, a rattlesnake and a-skunk, and describe 
the grol!PS to which e!,~h belongs. ," ', . 
10. Give an outline of the 4evelopment of the frog. ' 
NkTURA'L PHILOSOPHY. 
I. Describe tlie siphon 'a'ltd explain its a~tion. 
2. Place an object beyond. the center of curvature of, a concave mirr<i~, be-
, tween center of curvature and pnnci pal focus, and between principal focus 
and' mirror, and explain place and pOSillOd o~ ima~e in each case. 
3. A body whose air wI. is 10J( Ibs. weighs 77'8 Ibs. in alcohol whose sp. 
gr. is 8-10; what is its sp, gr. when cQmpared With water? Analyze Care' 
M~ . . 
4. (a) State the law of the lever. ' 
(6) State the laws of the pully. . 
(-e) State the laws of the inclined plane. 
S. N.ame kinds of electricity. How is each produced? Describe a Lerden 
jar. Describe a voltaic battery. ' 
• 6. Name fou~ sources of heat. Name three ways in which it is diffused, 
illustrating each. _ ' 
7. IDefine a magnet. Name tile kinds., How obtained? What,.are the 
poles? ' . .. ' . 8. Make a figure 'of a hy.draultc ram, and explain 'Its act~on. 
9. Give three laws of motiom 
10. A stone, thrown upwards, rises two seconds; with, what velocity did it 
start? How far did it go? " 
The following from die Springfield (Mass.) Republican speaks 
for itself :. 
A-N IRISH cATHoLie ON TIj:E SCHOOl. QUESTION. 
To' IIIe ~dj/or of Tile R_p.i61i(an: • 
·You,seem to be troubleci'of late about the "school question ;'" 'Ii want you 
to rllSt peacefUlly-the Catholtc people in t4is country do not want the pub-
lic schools disturbed. What we ,want dn tJjis conntry is peace and prospeiity ; ' 
aDd people of a1J nationalities. and religious beliefs must forget those silly ag-
itations wliich foster· animosity and br.ing discord. I am in MassachuseUS 20 
years, and in that time I.Have not Known a Catholic child to be turned into a 
Protestant by attending the -public ~choo1s. When I E.ttended school, aw.aY·" 
. down in the .north of Ireland,.I aidn't care if my 'Protestant' s~lioOlmates read 
all the Bibles in the United Kiingdom, so long as tbey allowed! me' the same 
privilege. I have: 'hung 011' to my 'religion yet, after wiggling 20 y,ears in 
_ . ~chuselts, and I think I can hang onto it 20 years longer before any 
_ American citizen will degrade his citizenship in trying to take it from me. I 
~m unfortunate in not haYing children of my o~n, buil am taxed fo~ · the 
maintenance of otller men's cliildren, and this giv.es me the right .of speaking 
on !!liS question. I in'list pay ' my nixes if I stay on the soil" and those men 
who expect me to contribute to the ,support of, great n:ansions sliould take this 
into account, and nof keep harpillg about the soul all tlie time when they 
know the,t tIle bqdy wants something. ..Let Us'show our fellow-citizens that , 
we' are what we jire~end to be, and not allow ou~ actions to spoll our preten. 
. sions • . I!.e~ our- men be sober and industrious, our women ' polite and courte- -
,}us, our children modest an'd orderly, going>to c:!ll.urch and school. ' These little 
things will do a great deal more ior our people tIlan foolish agitations ever can 
accomplish. I write this le~er for the sake' of' the poor c.lass to whom I be.. 
_ long, as the blow is always heaviest on tlie poor men w'lIo must seek a living 
· among strangers and paY. for everything except tlae air they breathe,. 
- " JOHN CoLTON • 
• SP,1INGFlELD, Nov, 12 .... 1·879. ." 
PREMIUMB FOR BUBBOR/BERB. 
For two or more subscNbers at $2. 00 eacl~, we wUls6na 
postpaia any book or books t/~6 retaU price of tuhtch 0068 flot e~ceea (Jfle-t"ir~ 01 t/1.6 a'l"ount of money sent. 
8.,,". w ... tA, 
For tWo s,qbscribers and $4 .............. ; ....................... $1.33 
For three subscribem ind $6... •••••• ....................... •••• 2.00 ' 
for six subscribers and $12 •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 4.00 
For nine sub,iicFibers and $18 ................................... 6.00 
For twelve subseribers and $24 .......................... , •••••• 8.00 
'Fhe following books are particularly recommended: 
Kennedy's Philos,?phy of School Discipline. • • 
Huntington's Unconscious Tuition. • • • • • • 
Fitch's Art of Questioning. • • • • • • • • • • 
DeGraft's School· room Song Budget.. • . • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sol<lan's Grube'sMethod of Teaching Numbera. • • • • • • • • • 
DeGraft's School.rC'om Chorus.. • • • • • • • • • . • . • • 
Wedgwood'~ 1l0pical Analysis. . • • • • • • • • 
, 15 
15 
IS 
15 
.30 
3S 
,So 
1.00 Hoose on the Province of Methods in Teaching. 
Regents' Questions, 25 cents each, complete. • . 1.00 
HOlbrook's Normal Methods. • • • • • • • • • • , . • • • •• 1.50 
Phelps' Teacher's Hand Book. • • ..'. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1.50 
Northend's 'Feacher's Assistant. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1.50 
, Page's T,heory and Practice. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1'.50 
DeGraff's School.roo~ Guide. • • • • • • • • • •• •• I. SO 
Johonnot's Principles and Practice of Teaching. ,1.50 
Kiddie's How to Teach. • • • • • • . • • • 1.50 
€r-aig's €ommon School Question Book. • . • 1.5~ 
The Normal Qu~tlon Book. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.50 
'Fhe Orator's Manual. • . • • • • • • ," • • • • • • • • I.SO 
~ickersham's School Economy. • • 1.50 
Wickersham'& Methods of Instruction •••• • •••• ' " • .• 1.7S 
Gelting 'on in the World. : ••••••••••• ~ . • • • • •• 2.00. 
Words; their Use and Abuse. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• 2 ,00 
Webster's National Pictorial Dictionary, 1040 pp., over 600 illlustra· 
tions. Sheep..... • • • • • • . ' . • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5.00 
Worcester's Unabridged Dictionary .•••• '. • • • • • • 10.00 
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary 1928.PP., with Supplement • n.oo 
Manu11ls for Teachers: , 
The Cultivation of tho Se .... __ • __ ....... ____ ..... _._ ....... _ ••••••••••••• ••• _ •• _, .,. 
The Cultlvatlon of the Memory .. ___ • ••••• __ •• _._. ___ ••••• _ •••• _. __ ••• _.. .... ... .50 
g: g~Y~£i.7~~:::::~:::::::·, ::. ::::::::: :::.::~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :E 
]f the price exceeds the amount due 'on premi'ums send the bal· 
ance in cash. 
Do not. wait to make up your whole list before sending. Send 
the first two names, slating lkat I"~y ar~ to b~ plac~d 10 your tredit 
for a premium, and addi more as you get them. 
. No such account will be opened, however, unless two subscrip-
tions (one of whicli may be your own) are sent with the first or-
der.. ·After that, single subscriptions may 'be ordered, always 
statmg that tlley are to be credited Oil account of premium. . 
Alway8 state whether gOUt' ortler u a renewal;or a new 
name. 
Date your letters fullY, and carefully, and state in them the ex· 
aet amount of money sent, and the form in which it is ~nt-' 
whether registered, postal ordell, oroank draft. 
If y@u send ehecks upon any bank outside of Chicago, or New 
Yor,k, add fifteen cents for collection. 
'€urrency or letter stamps may be sent in a letter, but always at" 
tl~e sender's risk. We do not want stamps of II. larger denomina-
tion than three's. S. R. WINCHELL & Co., PublisheR. 
<', 
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OFFICIAL DEPARTIIIENT. 
IOWA.-SUNDRY ·RULINGS. 
I. When there i. a question of doubt whether parties are entitled by their 
re.idence to school privileges, since the fact of residence depends upon the 
intention of the parlies themselves, their affidavits are the best guide to de· 
termine the matter. 
2. A person cannot remain an officer or member of the board of directors 
and reside in anotber district, even though in the same civil township. 
3. Sec. 1738, S. L" 1876, prohibits directors from receiving pay for any 
official services required of them by the law. For locating :sites, or receiving 
buildings on the completion of contracts, they clearly cannot receive pay. 
4. The institute report made by the county superin'tendent to this depart-
ment should be based upon the actual amount in the hands of the county treas-
urer at the time the report is made, The county superintendent is responsi. 
'~le to the institute fund of his county for the fee of one dollar for each ap' 
1Plicant examined. 
S. It is the duty of the board of supervisors, at the close 01 his term of office, 
- Ito ~ettle with the county superintendent, as with other county officers, ac· 
-cording to the provisions of the law. ' 
6. It is our opinion that the courts would hold that a contract made by the 
ooard with a majority of the board, for the erection of a school-house, or 
other work to be done, is null and void. 
7. In case land desired for a school-house site is under mortgage, the dis· 
trict may receivl! from the owner the lease of a portion not to exceed one 
. acre, to be held by the, district so long a,s used for scliool purposes; and when 
not longer so 'used, to revert to the owner; a8 provided by Section 1828, S. L . 
. 1876. . C. W . VON CCELLN, 
DES MOINES, Nov. 22, 1879. 
, Su~rintendent of Public Instruction. 
SCHOOLROOM DECORATIONS FOR WINTER. 
To II" Edilors of Ihe Weekly : 
A few weeks since, at the general assembly of classes in the ,morning, I 
called the attention of the teachers and pupils to the idea of trying to make 
the schoolrooms more attractive by the addition of pictures, winter-bouquets, 
flowers, and anything ornamental. It took only a few days to transform the 
plain blank walls of our school.rooms into attractiveness. The children 
brought dried grasses from the meadows., autumn leaves, plants, hanging. 
baskets, chromos, engravings. I. was fearful at one time that I should have 
to rescind the call. Classes Vied with each other for excellence., Tbe girls 
remained after school to help the teachers in making rustic frames, the boys 
were useful in handling the step-ladder, and teachers and pupils were brought 
into intimacy and good fellowship. The scheme has been so successful, not 
only making our rooms pleasant but also creating a new spirit for excellence 
in school work, that I have noted the fact,.hoping that others may profit by it. 
Will some one make other suggestions on school management? 
E. CROSBY. 
LoNG ISLAND CITY, N. Y., Nov. 17,1879. 
THE DISEASES OF WILD ANIMALS. 
While First Surgeon of the Thirty.first Regiment of the Line, then sta· 
tioned at Alabera, in Algeria, I dissected the carcases of about fifty lions. 
The lungs of twenty of them were almost gone, showing that consumptioiti~ 
prevalent among the lions of the Sahara and the Sahel. , 
At the Jardin des Plantes, here in Paris, seven lions have died since '1869 • 
All of them were ,born here. I dissected them, and found that their lungs' 
were entirely healthy. To what was the difference due ? They received 
their food regularly, and were ' carefully protected from inclement weather, . 
while the lions in Africa had to go without food for days, had to inhale the 
sandy air of the desert, and were frequently drenched by terrible rains. 
ILLINOIS-SCH00 4 DIRECTORS; There is at. the J"1'din des Plantes a wolf from the Ardennes. He was' 
Below are two of the questions recently submitted to the Superintendent of' caugbt wben about six years old. He was suffering from cough, and at one 
Public Insn1>ction' for inf~rmation rel~tive thereto, and his reply : tillie we thought:he was dying. He hawked and spat, and was alw. ys sullen ' 
) s a director w~o left the state four wtl.eks >ago, to do business during the and mo;ose. ' Often he abstained from food for sever,,1 days. At last we 
winter in another state, with the intelition:of retu~ning i'n the sprmg, still a chloroformed bim, and. examined his throat. He was found to be suffering 
director, or is his place vacant? • with nasal catarrh in its most aggravated form. Under p;oper medical treat-
Can two director; 'u~ the busin";s of the district without bolding regular or ment he recovered rapidly. Nine wolves born at the Jardin never showed 
special meetings of the board, or without notifying the third director? the slightest sign of disease. 
'the school law, section 42, says that if any school director shall not be an - M. Jacquemart, the famous Indian hunter, often told roe that he nad ' seen 
inha6ilanlof tbe district at! ele.ction shall be ordered to fill-the vacancy. tigers,spitting blood, which exhausted them so that they could be approached , 
That a man shall cease to be an inhabitant of one place, and become an in- within a few feet with impunity . 
habitant or another place, two things are essential: First, a 60na fide inten~ All monkeys are very delicate animals. They are not gluttonous ; and, 
tion to make a p~rmanent chang' of residence, and secoild, actual removal. ' having so much exercise, they are rareiy afflicted with diseases of the bowels. , 
From thiS it folfows that if the, m,n holding the office of director in your dis· ' But they have weak lungs, and the reason why so many of the most Interest- . 
.' trid. has .removed therefrom tempO~arily, with the intention of ' returning, he ,tng among them die when brought to ~urope is the too sudden change of air; 
~ not, by sucb removal, vacated his office. diet, and water. There is no more intelligent monkey than the chimpanzee, 
But if he has actually removed, with tbe intention of making a permanent a truly wonderful animal. While in , Berlin I dined at the ZOOlogical Gar: 
chfnge, then· there is a vacancy in the offict', which should be filled at o~ce. dens by the side of a pet chimpanzee. He partook 'of every di;h Iik<; a hu-
There is this furtl- er remedy for c",es.of absence "f 'directors during their man being, put sugar into his teacup, stirred it, with a spoon, and drank the-
term of office. If a director is absent for ailong time, and his absence, even ,beverage with evident relish. But his eyes looked supernaturally bright. I 
tliough not permanent, is seriously interfering with the board's proper per- 'felt his .pulse. It was 125. "He will not live long," I said to his keeper. 
formance of its official duties, the county superintendent, by virtue of the ' "Why n9t?" he asked with a sorrowful mien. ' 
power g...nted by section 76 of the school law, fuay remove the director for "He is consumptive," I replied. 
,- • failure t~,perform liis duties; and thereupon an election may be ordered to fil[ "Indeed! He often coughs." 
' the vacancy. " ' The chimpanzee died a month later. His left lung wa. entirely gone.-
. Section 42 of the school law says very plainly that all official business must PROF, JFAN YILAIN, in Popuiar Science Monlh(v for N ovtm6tr. 
be transacted by the board of school directors at a regular.or special meeting. 
This provision of the law is imperative, and the directors should make their 
action conform to it. They may, of course, intrust certain things to 'one memo 
, l>er to do, or to two. They may, for instance, in,trucl a member to purchase 
.a certain amount· of wood or coal at a certain price, and his action in accord-
_ . ance witli that instruetion would bind the b,?ard, since, in the trallsa,ction he 
, is the legal representative of the board. ' , . .) , 
The law makes two members of tlte ~ard of ~chool directors a qu~rum for 
, -the lransaction of~ b~siness . . ~enc~, If t~o dlre~tors .are at ,. me~tlDg they 
ay transact any busmess Wlthm the sphere of. thelr 'dut/es. The third memo 
ber is entitled' liy j!ver:y p~n~ip!e 9f. f~ess and honesty to a notice?f the. 
meeting if it is practiCable to .gtve hIm notIce; but II!! a matt~r of law, If, the 
other director is D'Ot:preSent at the meeting, nor .even. notified of It, this 'wlll, 
Dot'make void the ' action of the JDiljoril1 ~ho: ~e present. , ' _ 
.: , , " " ' . JAMES P. SLADE. 
, State SJlB"rintendent. 
-A great many teachers' journals come to our sanctum, on 
which we observe "Vol. 1., N~ . 1. Some are des,igned for.1ocal ", 
circulation ' and some are ambitious enough to look beyond their 
home boundary for patronage. One of the most promising .of 
these is the Teachers' Advocate, published by G. E. Little & Co., 
,Mercer; Fa. Although we see no editor's name announced in 
thiS number, yet we ,susPect that Co. Supt. A. J. Palm has. fFe-
quently ,been seen about the office of publication. At any rate 
,the character of the paper is evidence that some one of experi-
ence, good . judgment, and ability is directing the enterprise. 
: May it live a}ld prosper. ',' 
, 
'.. , \ ·k \ • : . ' ~ • , ••• .::. ". .... ... f ' 
--The -Educational ·Weekly. 
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THANKSGIVING. 
HY B. F. TAYLOR. 
L~Y out the earth in a sheet of snow, 
There is nothing at all to harm below, 
Where men dream out the world together 
And pansies sleep till pleasant weather-
The safest place in all the land 
Is tbe narrow realm of the folded hand 1 
Then THANKS to God that a flower will die-
'Twas made to time Thanksgiving by: 
Breathe as it falls-prophetic thing 1- ' 
"There'll be an April in the Spring." " 
, Then THANKS to God, for a siste: there 
, To stand on. Glory's diamond stair, 
And THANKS again, though I go late, 
A tl)other gone, sball smiling ~ait, , 
Shall breathe three names wllh reverent tone, 
The CbilG's, the Virgin's and her own, 
And lift the latch of Merc>:'s gate. 
!touse up tbe fire to a costly glow, 
'Till the maple parts and the rubies show ! 
Swing back the curtains now if ev.er, 
And rich and warm, the slender flver 
Shall cleave Thanksgiving night in' twain 
As the mantle parted the old Red Main!-
Ah, never fear-shine as it will, 
Enou'gh is left to cheer us still. 
Perhaps some wanderer is going past 
Who tried all sorrows but the last, 
And wonders why he dares to live .. 
And thinks he has ,no thanks to gly~, 
May see that glimmer on the ground,-, 
" HIS old, dead beart give glad rebou'1d,-
It looks so like the road of gold 
He trod himself, in limes of old-
Look up and see Thanksgiving found! 
Bring out the chairs from the empty wall, 
Where fitful shadows used to fall, 
The shapes of fatLer, . ister, mother, 
Of slender sweetheart, friend and brother. 
,No painted window half S? fair 
As the old home· room, With ItS shadows there; 
No pictured hall, at King's desire, 
Could match that group before the fire, 
Who never cast a shade beside 
. But-on that wall and when they died! 
. Ana some went ~p at break of day, 
- Some waited longer ,by the way;-:: 
Let them who will thank God for hght, 
Such shadows never made it night. 
Come one' come all there yet is room 
Thanks b~ to God, j~om heaven to home 
Is nothing but a flash of light. 
Wheel forth the table, a laden palfu, ' 
We'll aU give thanks and we'll sing a (lS!'lm:-
Some song old-fashioned, of Forever, 
That floated safe across the river, 
Nonote lost out, no cadence gone, 
They ' warbled, died, and sang right on I 
. The girls shall come in their white and blue 
As if they broke God's .. ure th.rough, 
Played truant to the rea~~s of ,hght 
To be with us ThanksglVlDg mght. 
The boys are thronging through ' he hall, 
'They've not grown old these years at all ! 
Some marched away to muffled drum 
But fling no shadows as .they come-
Without a sorrow or a sm 
E'en Death himself would let them in-
Oh sweethearts! Comrades! Welcome home! 
We cannot skip the seasons of our euu-
cation. We canllot hasten the ripeness 
and the sweetness ofa single day, nor dis-
pense with one night's nipping frost, nor 
one' week's blighting east wind.-F. w: 
R()berts()n. 
The. last representative of the family , of 
~ytton of Hytton ,Castle, Durhaql, the 
baronial pile describ~d by Howitt, died a 
draper at Newcastle, leaving his wife ,and 
,dapghter in: penury. ' . 
An editor, quoting Dr. Hall's advice to 
"eat regularly, not over three times a day, 
ana nothing between meals," adds, 
"Tramps will do well to cut this out and 
put itjn their bank· books. " 
Pittsfield, Mass., a delightful town where 
they have ancestors, 'go to Europe at de-
cent i,ntervals, and" play whist according to 
Cavendish.-Octave 'I7zanet; in G()()d 
C()mpany. , 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLV will be furnllhed for tcn centS each until the supply is exhausted. 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the ,,,x~ number, we will mall it free. Always 
give the """,6,1" of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your pa~erl always 
gIve the postoffice and state ;rom which you ~sh the ad-
dress changed. 
Bound volume for 1811, Half Morocco, with &Ilt stamp 
can be had for '5.00. Coven alone, for any two volume. 
(one year), 75 cenU. 
TRRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
, One year (.0 Nos.), $2 ,SO· If pal<\ In advance, $2.00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1 . 50. H ff • 1 .25. 
Three monthslto Nos.} .75. If ff .65 
Each Monthly Edition. SO cents a year in advance. 
The number on each subscriber's address·labcllihows when 
the subscription will expire, whether it has been paid or 
charged. 
Remittances should be lent by regtstered letter, dra(tJ.,. or 
postoffice money ordc~J payable to S. R. WIHCHBLL & \,;0. 
Do "oJ send Ba"k Clllc/U. TillY C(lst '" IS c,,,tz a;"el 
'or coll,cN"". -
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate meaSU1'C:, to cents each insertion. When a 
speCial location ls chosen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices 
In Publishers' Department, 25 cents a line. \ 
all~~~eJj~:~:~~:~A};~d'1i~:IO~}hth! Wo:::~!~ ~t~~h~~: 
pUblished for local circulation inJhe various Itates. 
Estimates for special time or space will- be given upon ap-
plication. I . 
da~eO~Ti:!,~~.ld be· received by Saturday noon, previous to 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten, Inches, and one 
inch fourteen lines • 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from,s trangers must be paid monthly in adavnce. 
Address all commuDicatioDl to • 
S.'R . WINCHELL & CO, Publishers, 
Ashland Btock, cor. Ctark and Randol~h SIS, . 
Chu:.ao. III . 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-By an .oversight of the printer, the price of 
"The Crystal River," advertised in the WEEKLY, 
has been omittecj. for several weeks. It is ont dol. 
lar, as appears this week. 
-It may be a little late to ad vise our readers not 
to respond to an advertisement of the Denver Land 
Company, which appeared in the columns of the 
\VEEKLY, and about 800 other first·class papers 
throughout the count,>:, three weeks ago, hut even 
yet th" evidences of Its fraudulent character are 
not complete. As the Post Office Department nas 
taken charge of leIters addressed to the Company, 
it is probable that' all containing money will be re-
turned to the writers. 
A FAST·SELLING BOOK 
During the coming campaign will he the "Voters' 
Text Book" and Political History of the United 
States, cOlDpiled from official sources and brought 
down to date. It is :not partisan, and will sell to 
-aU parties. It is published in English and Ger-
man, 600 clown oct.vo pages, illustrated and well 
bound, for $2.50. A standard and accurate work, 
sold by canvassing agents only. Fred L . Horton & 
Co., -Indianapolis, Ind. 
I could not think of doing without it. I hail its 
weekly advent with great pleasure. Without the 
inspiration received from the WRl'KLY, I fear my 
school· work would lack some of ita animation.-
Pri". y. B. Est", Harvard, III. 
, OPINIONS OF THB WEEKLY. 
Can't possibly do without it.-C. L. Stonaker, 
McLean, m. 
I am well pleased with the WEI!KLY.-SUpt. J . 
K. Walts, Logansport, Ind. 
I think it (Grun~'s Mtllroti) is just the book for 
a young inexpelienced teacher.-James G. Riggs, 
Dexter, N. Y. 
I am glad to see the WEEKLY so plain spoken in 
what it thinks right. I~ deserves support from all 
teachers because it supports them.-Prin. F. A. E. 
Starr, Camargo, Ill. 
I am much belter pleased with the WRt::KLY 
now than at any time since I have been taking it. 
I like its racy editorials and shall help it along all 
I can.-Prin. J. M. C~ow, 'Elmwood, Ill. 
THE EOUCATIONAL WEEKLl' , or Chicago, is. 
bright, via:orous, truly Western publication, the rep-
resentative of progress in educational methods and 
the enemy of allsham~.-Saturtiay E'lJmi"c Spte· , 
lalor. ' • 
Among the many new books ror teacbers, we no· 
tice the following as among the best helps of the 
kind that can be had: Grunt's Mtllrod; Two Es. 
says on Elem~ntary Instruction in Arithmetlc, by 
Louis Sold ,n, and ToPical Analysis by G. S. 
Wedgwood, both publisbed by S. R. Winchell & 
Co., Chicago, III. The former at 20 cents, and 
the latter at 50 cents . Pror. Soldan presents in 
his two e3says a practical exposition of Gru6t's 
Mttlroti of teaching elementary arithmetic, togeth. 
er with many hints and Illustrations. The Topical 
Analysis furnishes us with complete outlines of the 
common branches, as well as Physiology and PhYs. 
ical Geography.-Ttaclrtrs Yournal. 
AcCommodation Department. 
Since the announcement of the Educational Pur· 
cha,iog Agency, in these columns a few weeks ago, 
a handsome business has been opened with our 
subscribers. Two sets of Chambers' Encyclopedias 
have been sold; six Webster's Unabridged Dic-
tionaries, about filty smaller hooks, several dozen 
chromos, school mottoes, and smaller articles, and 
negotiations are in progress for the sale , of globes 
and map<; to half a dozen differentlchools. 
The fact tbat money may be sent \0 us for the 
purchase of whatever is wanted pnd that ftr/lel 
satisfaction is guaranlttti, are sufficient to md"uce 
those who cannot conveniently visit Chicago to en· 
trust their orders with us to be fiUeil. Goods can 
usually be bought cheaper in Chicago than in coun· 
try towns or in cities far away, and wherever there 
is any rliscount possible to be obtained from pub. 
lished prices, we give the purchaser the benefit of 
it. Our compensation is found in the special trade 
discount of five to ten per cent, which, in most 
cases, we are able to obtllin . 
All kinds of school supplies can be obtained 
through this agency at the lowest possible prices. 
We can gi ve specially low figures on certain arti· 
cles alr~ady contracted for; as maps of Wisconsin, 
Europe, and the United States, erasers, glohes, and 
slated paper or clrth, for hJack1>oa!'rls. 
Brain and Nerve Food. 
Th~ ',Edlicational , Weekly. 
Edwards' Monthly Report Cards. I 
The utility of REPORT CAR DS is no longe r among the unsolved questiono; of school economy. A spirit of geneio us 
rivalry among pupils is the natural outgrowth of that inte res t which may be found in every successful school. Such a spint 
lis fost.c: red and strengthened by recognition. A system of c.redits into which enter no unFair clements of estimat ing the 
~abor don~ by each pupil, is the best way to recogni7.~ and reward such efforts. . . 
. ', ' ED WARDS' lIiONTHLY REWARD CARDS. 
are based upon such a system, and their use in schools, East and West, have fully demonstrated them to be super ior to 
anylhi~g of the kind in use. 
Tlulr jJoi'fts of excelluue and su/uriqrily are: 
A Double Ranle, a Scale in Blank, and clear Explanations to Parents and Teachers. 
The Double Rank, in Clall;s and in School, is the main feature in which they differ from other cards. 
RANK IN CLASS is determined fr~m Average Scholarshil!. a.nd the compar;soll to obtam this Rank is not made be-
tween the pupils of different classes. but between the pupfls ofa single class, pUJ"ll;uil g the same studies, and thus an ele-
ment of unfairness is eliminated. fo -:. it is not just to compare the standing of pupils who have only elementary branches 
with those who have advanced and much more difficult studies. 
RANK IN SCHOOL is based upon four items,-2CHOLA.RSHIP, ATTENDANCE, PUNCTUALITY and DEPORTMENT, and 
it encourages" 6ackward pupils who cannot maintain . high scholarship. To obtain this Rank, the comparison is madt: 
between·all the pupils of the school or room. ' 
Let US iJlustrate the working of the system in a room or school having three cla')ses:-
Charles may rank I in the A' Class; Mary I in the B Class; Henry I in the C Class, and ' Vllliam I in School, which 
makes four first prizes in every room haVing three classes. 
... The poor scholars. arl]; incit#Od to maintain a high standing in Attendance, Punctua/i'Iy, and Deportnunt, which will 
'. 
give them a high standing in schoo} in spite of a low Scltolarship. 
A SCALE IN BLANK. 
N:o two teachers mark alike. "So" or US" isgood with one teacher. and fair with another, and "ad with a third. A 
Scale in 'Blank enables each teacher !o use his customary scale, whether it be on a basis of 100 or of 10. 
If one teacher cannot interpret the mark~ of another, what information can parents get from the usual report ? 
P~ntS..do understand rank·. If Henry s'tand 3 in class, his parents know that two stand abov~ him, and the UNo. of 
Pllpils in Class," ,given on the card, shows hl)w muy are be'ow him, and no interpreta~iofl of the mark is necJed. 
'Ve have many letters (r"lm country, village, aud city te~chers, who have used these cards, testifying that they are the 
\)est-in use. 
Price $1 per too, post-paid. 
A.ddress 
Specimehs sellt "I)go application. 
N. W. Cor. 
KLEIN &. KIMBALL, 
Randolph and La . Salle SIs., CHICAGO, ILL. 
,'Course of ·Study zn Quincy Schools. 
ARITHMETIC AND FORM. 
COL. F~ W. PARKER, 
Superintentimt tif PuOlic Schools, Quirtcy, Mass. 
AND A. G. BOYDEN, 
Pri". State Normal School, Bridrwater, Mass. 
Contains a Republication of Horace Gra.nt's Arithmetic for Little Children, 
Price 10 cents. 
Sc:nt postpaid on receipt of price. } 
LATEST • .:' BE8~. 1 . CHEAPEST. 
MITCHELL'S NE W GEOGRAPHIES. New Editi ..... 
MITCHELL'S NEW OUTLiNE MAPS, New Edi/i"",. 
GOOiJRICf!'S (Peter Parley, ) PI.CTORIAL HIS. 
10RI£~; 
Published by , 
WlII. WARE 8& CO., 4!1' Franklin St., Bo.ton, 
COMMON SENSE 
ROOKERS AND OHAIRS . 
, THE NEW AMERI(]A~ REA DERSAND SPELLERS, 
TifE N'E H( AMEKICA.'IIIRITHMETICS. 
THE /o'EW AMERICAN READING CHARTS. 
Send for Circllia rs. Introductor" and ~xchange 
Li.st. ' 
J. H. ' BUTLER & .CO., 
Philadelphia. 
lISE A BINDER. 
SuHscribert wishing to keep their copies of "Fhe We ... kly in 
&ood con ' itlon, and have them 1\t hand for reference, should 
use a binder. We can send by mail, pcxtage paid, a strong, 
"'pUdn binder for '[0 #'enu, or a handsome one, ha1C leath'er}..for 
• '1110. 'l'ba::e bIDden l'I;lve been made exrres!lly for ·1 he 
Weekly, and are of ~he belt manufartu re. The papen can 
betplaced in die bi~der week. by week, thus keeping ~ the file 
complete. Addtesi 
S.H.WINOHELL & 00., Publishers, 
8. Albjand Block, Cl)i~o. 
GOLD AND SILVER 
Roward Modals ' 
In bea~tiful Designs, suitable for 
D~v Schools! Sunday Schools. Par-
Schoo s, SemIDltries. Acadc-
Culleges, etc., at manufactur. 
prices Send three cent stamp 
o~ ~ur IUust~ted Catalogue, con. 
ffi~~lt~ti;:S~ sIAJ"J:: aDd elegant 
J. RA WlSZER, 
Manufacturina:·Jeweler 
96' Fulton St.. iitew ycl'rk. 
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THE GREATEST LIVING 
fi~'r::'·itt"'~o':t~ "'~~: G'=' 
atoDe. Ja •• A.. Froude, Prof. 
Huxley, ft. A.. Proctor, Edw. 
fj;.. ~~L~~~I'::~~!~t~Vr:::!~ 
Pow~r Cobbe. The Duke of 
ArUIl, Wm. Black, MI •• 
Thackeray, Air •• M.uloch-
Cralk. Gen ..... acDonald, M .... 
UUpbunt, d ea n Inarelow,'I.'ho •• 
=:.:;.~~~:.:::,\V~ i\r~':t:~~: 
Turlfneniet. Ku.kin, Tenny-
.on, JlrownlnlC, and wany othen , are 
______ '" reprt:lellted In the pages of 
Littell's Living Age. 
In 1880, THE LIVING AGB enten upon Its thirt'V-&erJt1Ilh 
E':iin~~i;'::~)t ~riflf~I~~Sh ~~1tse~~:d~~~~~ll pR~~~~I~~S 
of the most eminent authors. above-named and many 
others; embrnelng the choicest Serial and Short Stories by 
the Leading' Foreip Novelists, ami an amount 
Un approached by any other Periodical 
In the ,vorld, of the most valuable Liternry and Scientific 
matterot the day. from the pens of the foremost Essa.y-
ists, Scientists, Critics. Discoverers. and Editors, 
re~~r:~~:'i~ <f:~=~~t~~~~';~f:g~~~Jrb~~' 
THREE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND 
doubleooCOlumnoctavo ~ges of rea.ding-matteryea.rly. It pre-
sents In an inexpensive form, cODSldering its great amount of 
matter, with freshnes.~, owing to its weekly Issue, I\nd with a 
Iali4lactor" complettnw atltmpttd by no othn- 1J.uiJUC'aHon 
the best EssaJS, lteviews. Criticisms, 'fales, :sketcheR of 
~~~~car~d l)i~fi~r:-rfni~=~ion~ci~~~~fl'e e~W~~~~i 
Foreign Periodical Literature. . 
The importance ot: TIlE LIVING AGE to every American 
reader, as the only satlsfaetorlly fresh nnd COMPLETE 
compilation of an indispensable current Jiternture,-indu~ 
fJtfuable because It embraces the productions of 
THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS, 
Is suffiCiently Indicated by the following 
Opi%l.i.O:na. 
e~~~e l~\hVeOl~~~~~~Bse~~~~~ ~~B n~~~~na t!~~~ 
demands ot the best popular l1ternture. which l1nve secured 
80 wide a circulation to that periodlcal."-N . .Y. Tnbune . 
.. It covers the whole field of liternture. nnd coven1 it com-
pletely, thoroughly and Impartially. "-Times, Cincinnati . 
.. It a:tforos the best, the cheapest and most convenient 
~sear.~~s~~Ar~~t~b1;:~;;';~~~ -'ft:l:3~~~f thought In all U~t ls, by all odds. the best eclectic pu\)Ushed."-Southern 
Chu,'chman, Richmond . 
.. It is the embodiment or the truest and purest literature 
. of·!h';'~lei;';~ ,f~~~~J ffJ~l~fI::eli. ~p with all that 
Is important In the liternture, history, poirues and science of 
th,~ ~~~drt~,~Uli1si:llt~t::i~Cauon.Jt_2iont& Herald, 
Bo&ton. 
k~~'£~:d~isont ~~FtI~eg~~bJ~~14n~~~ fil~:r~ ~~~1~'\~ 
Prub"terian Wed-I", Baltimore, 
U Gives the best of nll at Ule prIce of one. '.'-Neu;" York 
If1!if~01:tibe palm against all rivals."-Commerrial,Louu· 
"'ie. 
u There 18 no other way of procnrlng the same nmount of 
excellent literature for anything like the same price/'-Boston 
..4.dl1ertt&er. 
In;oJ~ifo~li:~: 1~~::;g~~~~~~d~~~C~7~t~~~~~1~~i ~ 
and variety of reading-matter, whIch lt Is well worUt 
while to read, than any other publication ..•• It Is simply 
1ndispensn.ble.'~-Bo&ton Journal. 
"OuRht to find n. place in every American home."-New 
~.tTim ... 
.,.~J:~~~: ~fo~~~.:rfr:,r::~:r~ .. ~17o:z:~;g~s~;I'~n the 
Published WEEKLY at 88.00 a yenr, free q/po&tQge. 
llCir EXTRA OFFER ·FOR '1880. ~ 
To all new subscribers!or 1880 will be sentgraliR the num-
bers of 1870 whIch contain, besides other intuesting matter, 
the first chapters of .. HE WHO WILL NOT WHEN BE MAY," a 
new 8tory oy l\IRS. OLIPHANT. DOW appearing In 
THE LIVING AG& from advance abeet.s. 
Club·Prices for the best Dome and Foreign Literature. 
[II Possessed of TuE LIVING AGE and one or other of our 
vivacious American monthlies, n subscriber will 11nd himsell 
1ft command ql the tDholuituation."-Phila. E"m'g Bullelin.l ce!°Bl~Po~~-r::(~'J}:~: ~~I~t!:'B~~~~,r '~l~ ~n~~t ~d ~7t,. ~~~~/~~~~o!?: Jo;~~lBE LJVING AOB ' 
.Addrooo, LITTELL &: CO~ Bodo .. 
FOR 
TEACHERS'DAILYREGISTF.RS, 
The Best Published. 
AND POR 
School and To\vnsh1p Records and Blank .... 
"RED LINE SERIES," 
In strict compliance wit'l the laws of the various \Vestem 
States, address 
DONOHUE & HENNEBERRY, . 
Ma.nufaoturers a.nd Publishers, 
.os IlaGisoo St., Chica&9> 
Or ask any Dealer (or the "Red Uoe Seriea." 
-' 
